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Limbert:
Trump can’s
do much if
unilaterally
abandons
nuclear deal

Iran, Russia, Turkey agree
to broker Syria peace talks
See page 2

TEHRAN — John Limbert, the
former U.S. deputy assistant secretary of state for Iran, believes that
the new administration of Donald
Trump cannot do much against
Iran even if it unilaterally decides
to withdraw from the international
Iran nuclear deal.
“What more can the U.S. do unilaterally? Not much, it seems to
me,” Limbert tells the Tehran Times
in an exclusive interview.
Following is the text of the
inter view:
In his campaigns President-elect
Donald Trump claimed the Obama
administration had given too concessions to Iran. What do you think
he will do when he oﬃcially starts his
work at the White House?
A: There is a basic issue here,
and that is the power of the executive (the president) to make
agreements (short of treaties) with
foreign governments. If Trump is
to cancel the JCPOA unilaterally he
delivers a severe blow to his ability
to negotiate such agreements with
anyone. Who will negotiate with him
knowing that his successor may just
cancel the deal. Of course that is the
way I think as a professional.
2

Del Bosque: I
wasn’t smart
omitting Vitolo
Former Spain coach Vicente Del Bosque has candidly conceded he slipped
up by not taking Sevilla attacker Vitolo
to UEFA EURO 2016. La Roja were crying for someone with the capacity to
make and take goals during a 2-1 loss
to Croatia and a 2-0 defeat by Italy in
the Round of 16.
Vitolo has started all six matches
under new coach Julen Lopetegui.
The 27-year-old has scored in three
of Spain’s four 2018 FIFA World Cup
Russia™ qualifiers, including the
goal that grabbed a point in Italy, and been involved in multiple
more.
“Vitolo’s evolution hasn’t surprised
me,” said Del Bosque. “We certainly
weren’t smart regarding him. We must
accept that he is a very good player.
It’s something that we didn’t handle
well.”
Vitolo has excelled again this season as Sevilla have surprisingly hung
with Real Madrid and Barcelona in La
Liga’s title race.
Pressure and expectation
Spain suffered disappointing
Brazil 2014 and France 2016 campaigns. Del Bosque attributes this,
in part, to the weight of expectation created by them winning backto-back EUROs and South Africa
2010.
“We will always be compared to
the triple-title-winning team until we
next win a trophy, but we should look
forward and keep ﬁghting,” said the
65-year-old former Real Madrid and
Spain midﬁelder.
Spain lead Group G in Russia 2018 qualifying, above Italy
on goal difference and Israel by a
point. They resume their campaign
at home to Israel in March, before
facing France in a friendly at the
Stade de France.
The last World Cup devoid of Spain
was the 1974 edition, after a side comprising Juan Asensi, Amancio and
Quini lost a playoﬀ with Yugoslavia for
a ticket to West Germany.
(Source: FIFA)
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By Javad Heirannia

FM Zarif and his Russian counterpart Sergey lavrov lay wreaths in memory of Russia’s ambassador to Turkey Andrei Karlov who was shot dead by on Monday in Ankara.

Iran says to export less heavy water
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN —
d e s k Behrooz
Ka-

malvandi, spokesman for the
Atomic Energy Organization
of Iran (AEOI), announced on
Tuesday that Iran will export less
heavy water due to an oversup-

ply in the international market.
Therefore, Kamalvandi said,
from now on Iran will export
some 20 tons of heavy water per
year.
“Within the span of 7 months,
we sold 70 tons of heavy water.

We are set to sell 20 tons annually,” he stated.
Kamalvandi also said Iran
is now in a better condition to
achieve industrialization of its
nuclear fuel cycle as the nuclear deal between Iran and world

powers has gone into eﬀect.
Elsewhere in his remarks, Kamalvandi said the implementation of the
nuclear deal has led to the expansion of Iran’s ties with other countries
that, in turn, created various economic opportunities for the country.

Academic says Trump’s knowledge of Middle East is ‘very weak’
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Prof. William
d e s k O. Beeman, head of the an-

thropology department at the State University
of Minnesota, says U.S. President-elect Donald
Trump lacks knowledge about the Middle East
as he has made many “factual misstatements
about the region”.
“Mr. Trump is personally very weak in his
knowledge about the Middle East,” Beeman
tells the Tehran Times.
Following is the text of the interview:
What is your analysis of Trump’s foreign policy toward global issues in general
and the Middle East in particular?
A: Mr. Trump has claimed that he has a secret plan for defeating ISIS/ISIL/DAESH, but
he hasn’t revealed it. It is not clear what he
actually plans to do. Mr. Trump is personally
very weak in his knowledge about the Middle
East. He has made many factual misstatements about the region. He will have to depend on his appointees to the Department of
Defense and the State Department for for-

mulating his policies. As you know, Mr. Trump
has opposed the JCPOA with Iran, but it he
can’t “cancel” it, because it involved the P5+1
nations, not just the United States.
How will he treat the Syrian conﬂict?
A: Regarding Syria, Mr. Trump is friendlier
with Russia than the Obama administration,
and he may endorse Russia’s support for
President Assad and the Assad regime. ?
What is your prediction of Trump’s
approach toward Saudi Arabia?
A: Mr. Trump has not said anything about
Saudi Arabia. His foreign policy plans are very

“[Trump’s] negative
position is going
to be modiﬁed…
if his relations and
consequently U.S.
relations with Russia
improve.”

unclear. We will have to wait for some time
before his policies are clear. ?
Will Trump stay committed to the JCPOA?
A: Trump has said that he rejects the
JCPOA, but he would not be able to cancel
it fully because the United States was not the
only signatory.
On the whole, how do you evaluate
Trump’s foreign policy towards Iran?
A: Trump’s policy toward Iran is not well-formed
at present. Aside from his very ignorant view of
the JCPOA, which he does not understand at all,
but still opposes, his view of Iran is negative. This
negative position is going to be modiﬁed, however,
if his relations and consequently U.S. relations with
Russia improve. Here Russia can be an important
advocate for better relations with Iran as part of a
range of comprehensive set of agreements with the
United States. At present Russia is the only mutual
friend between Trump and Iran. So I hope that to
the extent that Iran is friendly with Putin, they will
play this connection strongly to mitigate the potential negative eﬀects of the Trump presidency.

U.S. embassies in Arab world would face closure if U.S. moved Israel embassy: Erekat
The Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) has warned that if the
United States moved its embassy
in Israel from its current site in Tel
Aviv to al-Quds (Jerusalem), popular Arab outrage would follow and
force the closure of all American
embassies in the Arab world.
The umbrella group’s Secretary General Sa’eb Erekat deliv-

ered the warning on Monday,
speaking during a conference call
organized by the Wilson Center
policy forum in Washington, DC.
There has been speculation
that the incoming administration
of President-elect Donald Trump
may decide to move the American embassy to East al-Quds
(Jerusalem) in a sign of the rec-

ognition of the city as the capital
of an Israeli “state.”
This is while Palestinians want
the West Bank, which Israel has
occupied since 1967, as part of a
future Palestinian state, with East
al-Quds there as its capital.
On Friday, Trump announced
his decision to nominate hardliner David Friedman as the U.S.’s

ambassador to Israel. Friedman is
notorious for his fervent support
of Israel’s illegal settlement expansion in the occupied territories, and has been characterized
as an “obstacle to peace” by successive U.S/ administrations. He
has said that he plans to work at
“the U.S. embassy in Israel’s eternal capital, Jerusalem.”
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Strengthening co-op with Afghanistan a priority, Iran says
By staﬀ and agency
Tehran’s ambassador to the UN said on Monday that Iran views strengthening cooperation with Afghanistan as a priority.
“Strengthening our regional cooperation
with Afghanistan is a priority and a major
pathway to consolidate peace,” Gholamali
Khoshroo said in a statement addressed to
the UN Security Council.
Following is the full text of his statement
published by IRNA:
Mr. President
I would like to express my appreciations to

Spain for organizing this debate, the distinguished Ambassador of Afghanistan for his
statement, as well as Mr. Yamamoto, Special
Representative of the Secretary-General for
Afghanistan and head of the United Nations
Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA)
for his brieﬁng and presenting SG’s latest report, as contained in document S/2016/768.
The SG’s latest report, once again, refers to
the security situation further deteriorated during the reporting period, with the number of
armed clashes increased by 22 per cent over
last year, reaching its highest level since the

United Nations started recording incidents in
2007 and surpassing the previous record year
of 2011. Under such circumstances, a united and
strong leadership is essential to strengthen the
national capacities to face the complex security,
economic, and development challenges.
Our region continues to suﬀer from an
alarming surge in extremist violence; and a dramatic increase in drug production is threatening
our societies. Afghanistan is most aﬀected by
these problems; 2016 has been a very challenging year for the National Unity Government.
(See full text on tehrantimes.com)

IMF sees Iran’s
GDP growth
to rebound to
6.6% in 2016-17
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has
made a statement predicting a 6.6-percent
economic growth for Iran in 2016 and 2017.
A mission from the IMF staﬀ visited Tehran
from December 3 to December 14, 2016 to
conduct discussions on the annual review of the
Iranian economy. The mission held discussions
with senior oﬃcials from the government, the
Central Bank of Iran, and representatives of the
private sector.At the end of the visit, a statement
was made including preliminary ﬁndings.
“Higher oil production and exports, after
implementation of the Joint Comprehensive
Plan of Action should allow real GDP growth
to rebound to 6.6 percent in 2016/17,” according to the statement.
“Growth is projected to ease to 3½ percent in 2017/18 as oil production normalizes
and non-oil sector growth remains modest.
The policies implemented in recent years
should allow inﬂation to average about 9
percent in 2016/17 before temporarily rising
to just over 11 percent in 2017/18 due to the
pass-through from recent exchange rate
depreciation,” it added.
The report also reads “The challenge now
is to create the conditions for sustained macroeconomic stability and growth. Comprehensive
and coordinated reforms that seek to defend
low and stable inﬂation, restructure and recapitalize banks, cast ﬁscal policy in a medium-term
framework to support reforms, and prioritize
legal and regulatory changes that facilitate
investment, aid job creation, and improve
governance would achieve these goals. Better
data quality, availability, and timeliness would
support the reform process.” (Source: imf.org)

$50 oil is here
to stay if OPEC
sticks to its deal
It was a roller coaster year for oil prices.
And little wonder.
Iranian oil ﬂooded onto world markets after sanctions were lifted, OPEC
squabbled over production levels and
then ended the year with a rare agreement to cut supply.
The icing on the cake: big producers outside the organization promised to help curb
output and drain a huge oil glut.
After starting the year around $30 a
barrel, prices plunged to $26 in February
-- the lowest since 2003 -- before climbing back above $50 this month.
So what does 2017 hold?
Leading industry experts say prices
should stay above $50 if oil producing
nations stick to their guns and cut supply
by nearly 1.8 million barrels per day.
“I know the countries are serious,” BP CEO Bob Dudley told CNNMoney on Saturday in Abu Dhabi. “Notices of
curtailment have gone out from this region. Russia is clearly very serious about
participating in that ...all the ingredients
are there to do it.”
“There is no question in my mind that
if this agreement stays intact the ﬂoor will
be around $50,” Dudley said.
Eﬀorts to curb supply should mean
the global crude oil glut will disappear in
the ﬁrst half of next year, according to the
International Energy Agency. That’s much
earlier than it had previously predicted.
Again, as long as OPEC -- led by Saudi Arabia -- sticks to its word.
That’s no small caveat. OPEC’s record on that score isn’t good.
Since 1989, OPEC has hammered out
several production cuts like the one it just
negotiated in November. But in that period,
the organization has produced more oil
than its quota in all but a handful of months.
Still, there’s a lot at stake for producing countries whose budgets have been
hammered, and oil companies who have
slashed investment in their businesses.
If the production cuts hold, business
intelligence ﬁrm Wood Mackenzie says the
oil and gas industry could see positive cash
ﬂow for the ﬁrst time since 2014.
“Overall 2017 will be a year of stability
and opportunity for oil and gas companies in positions of ﬁnancial strength,” said
Tom Ellacott, head of corporate analysis
research at Wood Mackenzie.
(Source: CNNMoney)
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Iranian MP, Italian
oﬃcial discuss
closer ties
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — The head of the
d e s k Iranian Parliament’s Judicial and

Legal Aﬀairs Committee and Italian Undersecretary
of the Council of Ministers Filippo Patroni Griﬃ met
in Tehran on Tuesday.
Allahyar Malekshahi praised “the good ties” between Tehran and Rome, Tasnim reported.
Italian Ambassador to Tehran Mauro Conciatori
who was also present at the meeting said his country’s parliament speaker will make an oﬃcial visit to
Tehran next month and meet with Iranian Parliament Speaker Ali Larijani.

Iran closes
consulates in
three Turkish
cities
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — The Iranian emd e s k bassy in Ankara closed its

consulates in the three Turkish cities of Istanbul, Trabzon and Erzurum on Tuesday after the
Russian ambassador to Turkey was shot deal in
Ankara on Monday.
“All consular services in Iranian consulates in
Istanbul, Trabzon and Erzurum will be closed on
Tuesday, December 20. We urge all Iranians to
avoid visiting these locations,” the embassy said in
a statement.

Iran producing
advanced antiarmor missiles
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Iran has taken big
d e s k strides in manufacturing top at-

tack weapons and advanced anti-armor missiles, a
senior military oﬃcial said on Tuesday.
“Important measures have been taken in the
ﬁeld of top attack (weapons) and producing
smart rockets and anti-armor missiles and with
diﬀerent extra capabilities,” Ground Force’s Research and Self-Suﬃciency chief Massoud Reza
Zavarei told Fars.
“We have adopted proper measures in the ﬁeld
of anti-armor and new weapons will be unveiled
gradually,” he added.

JCPOA joint
commission to
convene January
10
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Iran’s foreign minisd e s k ter has told the National Security

and Foreign Policy Committee of the Majlis that the
JCPOA joint commission meeting will be held on
January 10.
Committee spokesman Hossein Naqavi Hosseini
said on Monday evening that Zarif had briefed the
MPs on the recent developments regarding the nuclear deal between Tehran and world powers, IRNA
reported.
Zarif had also said the call for the JCPOA meeting comes along with the presidential orders to
take action against the extension of the Iran Sanctions Act for another ten years.

Larijani condemns
assassination
of Russian
ambassador
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Majlis Speaker Ali
d e s k Larijani, in separate messages on

Tuesday to the Chairman of Russian State Duma
Vyacheslav Volodin and Chairman of Federation
Council Valentina Matviyenko, denounced the assassination of the Russian ambassador to Ankara.
He sympathized with the Russian government
and nation over death of Ambassador Andrey Karlov, ISNA reported.
This heinous act of terror once again revealed
that terrorism is a threat to all the nations irrespective of their ethnicity, culture, religion and geography, Larijani wrote.

Principlist
group to name
presidential
candidate
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — The Front of Followd e s k ers of the Line of Imam and Lead-

ership, a principlist group, said on Tuesday that it will
name its candidate for the 2017 presidential election.
“We will introduce all our options to the principlist
coalition, but when agreement is reached on one
person, we will endorse him,” the front’s spokesman
Kamaleddin Sajjadi said, Mehr reported.
He added his group on Thursday will suggest a
date for a general meeting, predicating the meeting will probably be held in mid-January.
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Iran, Russia, Turkey agree
to broker Syria peace talks
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Iran, Rusd e s k sia, and Turkey issued

a joint statement on Tuesday agreeing
to try to broker peace talks between
Syrian militants and the Syrian government and to expand the ceaseﬁre in
Aleppo to other parts of the country.
The statement came after foreign
ministers of Iran, Russia, and Turkey - the
three regional powers most deeply involved in the Syrian conﬂict - met for an
unprecedented summit in Moscow.
Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov, who read out the statement, said
they had reached signiﬁcant agreements.
“Iran, Russia and Turkey are ready to
assist in preparing the agreement in the
making between the Syrian government
and the opposition and to become its
guarantor,” Lavrov told a press conference attended by his Iranian and Turkish
counterparts.
He added, “The ministers agree with
the importance of widening the ceaseﬁre,
of free access for humanitarian aid and
movement of civilians on Syrian territory.”
Turkey has been longtime backer of
Syrian opposition groups while Russia
and Iran have strongly supported the
government of Bashar al-Assad throughout the ﬁve-year war.
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
has recently dropped his demand that the

“Iran, Russia and Turkey are ready to assist in
preparing the agreement in the making between
the Syrian government and the opposition and
to become its guarantor,” Lavrov told a press
conference attended by his Iranian and Turkish
counterparts.
Syrian president step down from power.
The summit in Moscow vividly illustrated the new power dynamics around
Syria, as former rivals Russia and Turkey

sat across the table from each other while
the U.S. was not even invited to the talks,
the Telegraph reported on its website.
The talks took place under the shadow

of the assassination of the Russian ambassador to Turkey but the killing did not
seem to hamper discussions.
The Iranian foreign minister’s bodyguards could be seen closely watching the
Turkish security men, perhaps out of fear
that one of them would pull out a gun.
Russia, Iran and Turkey ﬁrm to
ﬁght Daesh, Jabhat al-Nusra
Russia, Iran and Turkey are determined
to cooperate in combating Daesh and
Jabhat al-Nusra, Lavrov said.
“Russia, Iran and Turkey conﬁrm their determination to cooperate in combating the
Islamic State (Daesh) and Jabhat al-Nusra
as well as in separating armed opposition
groups from terrorists,” Lavrov remarked.
Zarif says war on terrorism must
go unabated
During the trilateral meeting, Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad
Javad Zarif said that fighting terrorism in Syria or anywhere else must
go unabated.
“Today’s trilateral meeting is important
for future of Syria. We are on the belief
that the Syrian crisis should be resolved
politically and there is no other option,”
Zarif explained.
Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu said the three countries’ cooperation resulted in good results in
Aleppo.

Iran says has reached compromise with Russia on Syria
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN – Secretary of Iran’s Supreme
d e s k National Security Council said on

Tuesday that Tehran and Moscow had reached a compromise on more concerted military operations in Syria
as well as the political future of the war-torn country.
Ali Shamkhani was making the remarks while speaking at a press conference in Tehran, right on the heel of
the Sunday visit to Tehran by President Putin’s Special
Envoy in Syria Alexander Lavrentiev.
“Russia’s special envoy provided us with a series of
proposals for more appropriate military operations in
Syria considering recent developments in the region,” he
pointed out.
“With regards to political and regional coordination,
we reviewed the direction of future developments in Syria, and reached an agreement in this regard,” Shamkhani
added.
The Syrian crisis, fought and ﬁnanced by a clutch

of groups, reached a milestone for the Syrian government as Aleppo, a hotbed of the nearly six years of
foreign-sponsored militancy against the Syrian government, was entirely liberated in recent military operations
by the Syrian army and the back-up support from Russia
and Iran.
Tehran has been in close talks with Syria, Russia
and Iraq for some time now to initiate and coordinate multipronged, joint militar y efforts to contain
terrorism in the region though hurdles remain to
be settled.
“We need more consultations to settle certain hurdles to these cooperation eﬀorts,” said Shamkhani, who
currently serves as military and security coordinator of
the joint cooperation group on Syria with Moscow and
Damascus.
While the Iranian security oﬃcial did not elaborate on
what was getting in the way, one possible hindrance is

Turkey.
Unlike Russia and Iran, Turkey has been a strongest
voice against President Bashar al-Assad from the outset
of the crisis in 2011, demanding that he step down.
Ankara considers the rapid advance of U.S.-backed
Kurdish ﬁghters in northern Syria as a potential threat,
using it as an excuse to conduct operations within the
Syrian territory.
To hammer out differences, foreign ministers of
Russian, Iran, and Turkey, together with their defense ministers, convened at Moscow on Tuesday,
one day after the Russian ambassador to Turkey
was shot dead in Ankara.
The participation of Turkey in meeting can pave
the way for the countr y to halt occupation of the
Syrian soil and to reconsider its past policies to
support armed militants in Syria, Shamkhani further
stated.

Larijani: Iran, Bosnia share close views on regional crises
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN – Iranian Majlis Speaker Ali
d e s k Larijai said on Tuesday that Iran and

Bosnia-Herzegovina have close views on regional crises.
During a joint press conference with President of the
Bosnian House of Senate Safet Softic in Tehran, Larijani
said steps should be taken in removing obstacles to expansion of ties.
He said Softic’s trip to Iran indicates Bosnia’s determi-

nation to expand relations in various areas.
Softic, for his part, called for expansion of relations
between the two countries.
He also called the nuclear deal between Iran and the
5+1 group (the U.S., Britain, France, China, Russia and
Germany) a “great political achievement”.
The nuclear agreement, clinched in July 2015, went
into eﬀect in January 2016.

Rafsanjani calls Iran real friend of Bosnia-Herzegovina
Ayatollah Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani, the chairman of
the Expediency Council, said on Tuesday that Iran is a
“real friend” of Bosnia-Herzegovina.
In a separate meeting with Softic, Rafsanjani said the
two countries have many capacities to expand relations.
The Bosnian oﬃcial expressed hope that the relations
would be expanded.

Zarif expresses full support for Russia in terror fight
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Foreign
d e s k Minister Mohammad

Javad Zarif has said that the Iranian government and people will back Russia in
ﬁghting terrorism, ISNA reported.
Zarif made the remarks during a meeting with his Russian counterpart Sergey
Lavrov in Moscow on Tuesday, a day after
the Russian ambassador to Turkey was
shot dead by a gunman in Ankara, where
he was attending a photo exhibition.
He expressed his condolences to the
family of the ambassador as well as the
Russian government and nation, saying,
“Yesterday (Monday), we witnessed three

gruesome scenes, all of which originated
from one group.”
Zarif was pointing to the assassination
of the Russian ambassador to Turkey, a
truck crash into a Christmas market in
Berlin, and a gun attack on three people
attending prayers in Zurich.
The Iranian foreign minister noted
that terrorism is not limited to a particular time or place, adding that the entire
world needs to ﬁght terrorism.
“We do not see any justiﬁcation for
acts of terror and for [the existence of ]
terrorist groups,” Zarif remarked.
“All countries should come to the con-

clusion – as Iran and Russia did – that
supporting terrorists is never justiﬁed, not
even for short-term goals,” the chief diplomat noted.
Zarif further called on the states that
support terrorism to once and for all understand the catastrophic dimensions of
such behavior.
Calling Iran and Russia the frontrunners in ﬁghting terrorism, the minister
said, “We’re happy that this cooperation
has been successful and has paved the
way for humanitarian aid to the Syrian
people.”
Zarif described the bilateral meeting

with his Russian counterpart as productive, and expressed satisfaction over the
expansion of bilateral relations.
Lavrov, for his part, said the assassination of his country’s ambassador in
Ankara will strengthen Moscow’s resolve in ﬁghting terrorism, adding such
ﬁght should be “uncompromising” and
“tough”.
“If the organizers of the attack pursued the goal to derail the ﬁght against
terrorism in general, and our meeting
today in particular, they did not succeed,
and will not succeed,” Lavrov was quoted
by Sputnik as saying.

Iran condemns assassination of Russian ambassador to Turkey
P O L I T I C S Iran strongly cond e s k demns the assassi-

nation of Russia’s ambassador to Turkey, Iranian Foreign Ministr y said in a
statement carried on its official website on Monday.
“The criminal act evidences that terrorists aﬃliated to extremist and Takﬁri
currents are not bound by any international yardsticks or regulations,” read part

of the statement.
Ambassador Andrei Karlov was shot
dead by a so-called oﬀ-duty Turkish police oﬃcer on Monday at an art gallery in
the Turkish capital Ankara.
Such attacks, the statement added,
aim at breeding insecurity in the region
and creating further contention among
regional countries.
On Tuesday, Foreign Ministry spokes-

man Bahram Qassemi said Iran’s embassy in Turkey is open, although security
measures tightened around Iran’s diplomatic posts in the country.
“Following recent developments in
the region and Turkey, tightened security
measures around diplomatic districts are
natural,” he said.
However, Iranian schools and the consular section of Iran’s embassy are closed

until further notice, Qassemi added.
The spokesman also rejected reports
that Tehran had recalled its ambassador
from Turkey following the attack on the
Russian ambassador, saying, “Recalling
the ambassador is not on agenda at the
moment.”
He also warned Iranian citizens not to
travel to Turkey because of the security
situations in that country.

Limbert: Trump can’s do much if unilaterally abandons nuclear deal
In the case of Trump, however, it's hard to
1
know how much he thinks about such consequences.
Whatever else he is, he is clearly not a political scientist.
Trump’s right-hand men are strong opponents
of Iran and the nuclear deal, oﬃcially called the
JCPOA. How much this team can shape Trump’s policy toward Iran?
A: Those in Trump's inner circle hold various unfriendly views toward Iran. I wonder if it would have been
much diﬀerent if Clinton had won the election. The
person rumored to be her Secretary of State (Stavridis)

kept talking about the need to be "tough" with Iran, what
that means.
Some argue Trump will not violate the JCPOA

“The problem is that Trump has
no past and no policy record
in foreign policy. Just a bunch
of tweets and some chestthumping campaign speeches.”

but instead introduce sanctions on Iran on charges
of human rights violations. If so, how can it aﬀect
the future of the JCPOA?
A: If the U.S. puts more unilateral sanctions on Iran
related to human rights or other issues, there are two
questions.
1) What more can the U.S. do unilaterally? Not much,
it seems to me.
2) Those new sanctions will probably not aﬀect the
ability of non-U.S. companies to do business with Iran
according to the JCPOA.
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German police: Arrested man may
not be Christmas market attacker
Merkel: Christmas market incident a 'terrorist act'
By staﬀ & agencies
A Pakistani asylum-seeker arrested on
suspicion of killing 12 people by mowing
through a Berlin Christmas market in a
truck may not be the attacker, and the
real perpetrator could still be on the run,
German police said on Tuesday.
The truck smashed into wooden huts
serving mulled wine and sausages at the foot
of the Kaiser Wilhelm memorial church, one
of west Berlin's most famous landmarks, at
about 8 p.m. on Monday. Forty-eight people
were injured, 18 severely.
News of the arrest of the 23-year-old
Pakistani led politicians in Germany and
beyond to demand a crackdown on immigration.
Chancellor Angela Merkel told reporters: “There is much we still do not know
with suﬃcient certainty but we must, as
things stand now, assume it was a terrorist
attack.”
She added: "I know it would be especially hard for us all to bear if it were conﬁrmed that the person who committed this
act was someone who sought protection
and asylum."
In a dramatic twist, police later said the
suspect had denied the oﬀence and might
not be the right man.
“According to my information it's uncertain whether he was really the driver,” Police
President Klaus Kandt told a news conference.
Berlin police tweeted that they were
“particularly alert” because of the denial.
“Please be alert,” they added.
Die Welt newspaper quoted an unnamed police chief as saying: “We have the
wrong man. And therefore a new situation.
The true perpetrator is still armed, at large
and can cause fresh damage.”
The truck belonged to a Polish freight
company and its rightful driver was found
dead in the vehicle. Interior Minister Thomas de Maiziere said a pistol believed to
have been used to kill him had not yet
been found.
German media said the arrested man
had jumped out of the driver's cab and run
down the street towards the Tiergarten, a
vast park in central Berlin. Several witnesses called police, including one who chased
the suspect while on the phone, constantly
updating oﬃcials on his whereabouts.
State of war
The attack fuelled immediate demands
for a change to Merkel's immigration poli-

cies, under which more than a million people ﬂeeing conﬂict and poverty in the Middle East, Africa and elsewhere have arrived
in Germany this year and last.
“We must say that we are in a state of
war, although some people, who always
only want to see good, do not want to
see this,” said Klaus Bouillon, interior minister of the state of Saarland and a member of Merkel's Christian Democrats (CDU/
Christlich Demokratische Union).
Horst Seehofer, leader of the CDU's Bavarian sister party, said: “We owe it to the
victims, to those aﬀected and to the whole
population to rethink our immigration and
security policy and to change it.”
The record inﬂux has hit Merkel's ratings
as she prepares to run for a fourth term
next year, and boosted support for the
anti-immigrant Alternative for Germany
(AfD). Senior AfD member Marcus Pretzell
blamed Merkel for the attack on Twitter.
AfD Leader Frauke Petry said Germany
was no longer safe and “radical Islamic terrorism has struck in the heart of Germany”.
The incident evoked memories of an
attack in Nice, France in July when a Tunisian-born man drove a 19-tonne truck
along the beach front, mowing down
people who had gathered to watch the
ﬁreworks on Bastille Day, killing 86 people.
That was claimed by Islamic State.
The mass inﬂux of migrants and refugees to the European Union has deeply
divided its 28 members and fuelled the rise
of populist anti-immigration movements
that hope to capitalize on public concerns
next year in elections in France, Germany

Saudi visit to Ethiopia dam further
strains ties with Egypt

A high-level Saudi delegation’s visit
to a controversial dam in Ethiopia has
angered Egypt, dealing a fresh blow to
the already strained relations between
Cairo and Riyadh.
Egyptian media lashed out at the
House of Saud regime over the visit to
the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam
(GERD) on Friday, describing it an act
of revenge that could deepen tensions
between the two countries.
The ongoing construction of the
6,000-megawatt power dam on river
Nile by Ethiopia has been a source of
contention especially from Egypt that
considers the River Nile as its lifeline.
Ahmed al-Khateeb, a senior adviser at the Saudi royal court and board
chairman of the Saudi Fund for Development (SFD), visited the site and met
Ethiopia's Prime Minister Hailemariam
Dessalegn on Friday.
Khateeb’s visit is the second of its
kind by a Saudi oﬃcial to Addis Ababa
in less than a week after the kingdom's
agriculture minister traveled to Ethiopia.
Egypt’s news commentator Mohamed Ali Khayr said “any interference
in the GERD project implies a direct
threat to Egypt’s national security,” urging Riyadh to “review its policies before
it can only blame itself for what ensues.”
Speaking on Egyptian TV, Khayr also
slammed the Saudi policymakers for being “amateurs,” blaming them for a complete breakdown of bilateral relations.
Ahmed Moussa said over his talk show

on Egyptian satellite TV channel Sada
al-Balad that if Saudi Arabia and the Persian
Gulf states were to invest in Ethiopia, their
investment would be lost in the Nile.
Egypt fears that the operation of the
dam on the Nile will reduce the amount
of water it gets, hence threatening its
livelihood.
Tensions between the House of Saud
regime and Egypt grew after Cairo voted for a Russian-drafted resolution on
Syria at the United Nations Security
Council, which the Saudi envoy described as “painful.”
Egypt took an opposing position to
Saudi Arabia by choosing to support
the Syrian government and army in
their ﬁght against terrorists.
Since the vote, the Saudi Arabia’s
ministry of petroleum said that the
Saudi state-owned oil company Aramco has suspended its oil aid to
Egypt.
Riyadh is also reeling from a ruling
by Egyptian courts to quash a government decision to hand control of two
Red Sea islands to Saudi Arabia.
Egypt's President Abdul Fattah el-Sisi
announced that Tiran and Sanaﬁr would
be transferred in April, during a visit by
Saudi Arabia's King Salman, sparking
widespread criticism and protests.
The highest administrative court in
Cairo later issued a verdict annulling the
maritime borders agreement between
Cairo and Riyadh.
(Source: Press TV)

and the Netherlands.
Slovakia's Prime Minister Robert Fico
said the latest attack would change perceptions of migration. “I think that the cup
of patience is beginning to spill over and
Europe's public will rightfully expect rather
stronger measures,” he said.
Nigel Farage of Britain's UK Independence Party tweeted: “Terrible news from
Berlin but no surprise. Events like these will
be the Merkel legacy.”
On Tuesday morning, investigators removed the black truck from the site for
forensic examination. People left ﬂowers
at the scene and notes, one of which read:
“Keep on living, Berliners!” One woman
was crying as she stopped by the ﬂowers.
Bild newspaper cited security sources as
saying the arrested man was Naved B. and
had arrived in Germany a year ago. In legal
cases German oﬃcials routinely withhold the
full name of suspects, using only an initial.
A security source told Reuters the suspect had been staying at a refugee center
in the now defunct Tempelhof airport.
Die Welt said police special forces
stormed a hangar at Tempelhof at around
4 a.m. (0300 GMT). A refugee there who
gave his name only as Ahmed told Reuters
security guards had told him there was a
raid at around 4 a.m.
Prosecutors declined to immediately
comment on the report.
Fear of evil
Meantime, Merkel and de Maiziere
both stressed the need for Germans to remain uncowed by the attack.
“We do not want to live paralyzed by

the fear of evil,” said the chancellor, who
discussed the attack by phone with the
United States President Barack Obama and
convened a meeting of her security cabinet.
“Even if it is diﬃcult in these hours, we
will ﬁnd the strength for the life we want to
live in Germany - free, together and open.”
Other European countries said they
were reviewing security.
Austrian Interior Minister Wolfgang
Sobotka said he had told the heads of regional police forces to intensify surveillance
measures. He called for biometric and ﬁngerprint checks to be introduced along the
Balkan route travelled by many migrants
arriving in Europe, in order to better control
foreign jihadist ﬁghters' movements.
London police said they were reviewing their plans for protecting public events
over the festive period.
Flags will be hung at half-mast around
Germany on Tuesday and Berlin Christmas markets were closed for the day out
of respect. The German soccer league announced a minute's silence at all matches
on Tuesday and Wednesday, at which players will wear black ribbons.
Dresden tourist information service said
authorities had erected concrete blocks
around the Striezelmarkt, one of Germany's oldest Christmas markets, to increase
security.
Festive markets selling ornate, often
hand-crafted decorations, seasonal foods
and hot spiced wine are a beloved tradition in Germany.
Manfred Weber, head of the centerright European People's Party, said: “It's not
an attack on a country; it's an attack on our
way of life, on the free society in which we
are allowed to live.”
Merkel: Christmas market incident a 'terrorist act'
Elsewhere, Merkel has said Tuesday's
Berlin Christmas market incident was a
“terrorist act”.
Angela Merkel said on Tuesday, a day
after the event in the German capital, that it
was “a very diﬃcult day for Germany”.
“We have to assume that this was a terrorist attack,” Merkel said.
Merkel said it would be “particularly
sickening” if the attacker was in fact a refugee.
Merkel has summoned the country’s
top security authorities for talks on how the
government should respond to the truck
attack in Berlin.

Gunfire in DRC's capital as tension
grows over Kabila

Gunﬁre erupted in several areas in the
capital Kinshasa, as Congo's long-serving president, Joseph Kabila appeared
set to stay on despite the expiration of
his mandate.
Shots rang out early on Tuesday in
several parts of the sprawling city of
10 million, particularly in two northern
quarters after whistles - an opposition
sign of protest - were heard.
Demonstrators also beat on improvised
drums, demanding the 45-year-old Kabila,
who has led the Democratic Republic of
Congo since 2001, to quit the top job.
Kabila's second term oﬃcially expired on Tuesday.
Opposition leader Etienne Tshisekedi called on the Congolese people to
peacefully resist Kabila.
The declaration appeared to be an
eﬀort by Tshisekedi and opposition
leaders to re-inject themselves into the
drama surrounding the conclusion of
Kabila's mandate, after they originally
declined to call for mass protests.
A muﬄed explosion was also heard
in the posh quarter of Gombe, where
the presidential palace is located. Residents said tear gas shells were ﬁred in
other areas.
Talks on a peaceful transition are in
limbo, sparking fears of new violence in
the unstable, mineral-rich nation.
Kabila, who has been in power for
15 years, is constitutionally barred from
seeking a third term, but under a recent
constitutional court order, he may stay

on until a successor is chosen.
The ruling party and some opposition
leaders have agreed to schedule an election in April 2018, at the earliest, leaving
Kabila in oﬃce until the vote. But the main
opposition bloc rejects this plan.
Security was also tight in the second
city, Lubumbashi, in the southeast.
Social networks have been cut or ﬁltered
since midnight Sunday, on government orders, and police at the weekend banned
gatherings of more than 10 people.
In a last-ditch bid to achieve a
peaceful transfer of power, the ruling
party and opposition groups held talks
last week with the mainstream opposition led by Tshisekedi.
But after a week of mediation, they
were suspended and due to resume on
Wednesday.
A democratic handover would break
new ground for Congo's 70 million
people who, since independence from
Belgium in 1960, have never witnessed
a democratic transfer of power following elections. The president has been
in oﬃce since his father, Laurent Kabila,
was assassinated in 2001. He was elected in 2006, and again in 2011, in a poll
the opposition decried as rigged.
Some two decades ago, Congo
sank into the deadliest conﬂict in modern African history, its two wars in the
late 1990s and early 2000s dragging in
at least six African armies and leaving
more than three million dead.
(Source: agencies)
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Obama races to empty
Guantánamo before term’s
end
When Prime Minister Matteo Renzi of Italy visited the White
House in October for a state dinner, he made a commitment
to the United States President Barack Obama: Italy, which
resettled a Yemeni detainee from Guantánamo Bay last summer, would take one more person on the transfer list. But
before the deal was completed, Renzi resigned.
So a day after his successor, Paolo Gentiloni, formed a
government on Dec. 14, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry
called to congratulate Gentiloni — and to urge him to follow
through on the commitment, according to an oﬃcial familiar
with the negotiations. Gentiloni agreed, leading a rush to ﬁnalize the details and paperwork.
The eﬀort was part of a burst of urgent, high-level diplomatic talks aimed at moving as many as possible of Guantánamo’s 22 prisoners who are recommended for transfer. By law,
the Pentagon must notify Congress 30 days before a transfer,
so the deadline to set in motion deals before the end of the
Obama administration was Monday.
By late in the day, oﬃcials said, the administration had
agreed to tell Congress that it intended to transfer 17 or 18
of the 59 remaining detainees at the prison; they would go
to Italy, Oman, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates.
If all goes as planned, that will leave 41 or 42 prisoners in
Guantánamo for Donald J. Trump’s administration. Trump
has vowed to keep the prison operating and “load it up with
some bad dudes.”
Obama administration oﬃcials agreed to speak about the
transfers on the condition of anonymity to discuss diplomatic
talks and congressional notiﬁcations that are not public.
The Bush administration brought about 780 men to
Guantánamo after the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks, saying that it could
hold al-Qaeda suspects there in indeﬁnite wartime detention
without trial — a move that the Supreme Court eventually approved — and that it could disregard the Geneva Conventions
in how it treated them, which the court rejected.
President George W. Bush started trying to close the prison
in his second term and bequeathed 242 detainees to Obama.
If the proposed transfers go through, the 41 or 42 prisoners
Trump would inherit include 10 men who were charged or convicted in the military commissions and 27 who have not been
charged but are deemed too dangerous to release.
The latter group includes a few people accused of links to
signiﬁcant attacks, like the 2002 nightclub bombings in Bali,
Indonesia, but for whom courtroom-admissible evidence is
thin, and others who are not linked to any attack but who,
oﬃcials believe, remain committed to militancy.
That would leave the last four or ﬁve men on the transfer
list. They include an Algerian, a Moroccan and a Tunisian whom
the administration was reluctant to repatriate for reasons having
to do with their home countries, oﬃcials said, and a stateless
Rohingya man whom no country oﬀered a home.
All have been imprisoned for nearly 15 years. While a parole-like board put the ﬁrst two on the transfer list only recently, a 2009 task force had put the latter two on the transfer
list seven years ago. Their fates are now uncertain.
It is not clear whether Trump will refuse to transfer any
remaining detainees — a step many Republicans denounced
whenever Obama did it — or continue to use the parole-like
review boards that periodically consider moving detainees
onto the transfer list.
(Source: The New York Times)

'Thousands may have fled
to China' due to fighting in
Myanmar
As many as 15,000 people have ﬂed across Myanmar's border into China in the past month as ﬁghting between the
army and armed ethnic groups intensiﬁes, the United Nations says.
Aid access to people aﬀected by conﬂict in the northern states of Kachin and Shan “is getting worse, not better”,
Pierre Peron, a spokesman for the UN Oﬃce for the Coordination of Humanitarian Aﬀairs (OCHA) in Myanmar, said
by email.
The OCHA said in an update on Monday that, as well as
the estimated 15,000 new refugees, another 2,400 people
have been displaced internally in the northern part of Shan
state since November 20, when a coalition of four rebel armies attacked military and police outposts.
Dozens have also drowned trying to cross the river that separates Myanmar from Malaysia. The government of Myanmar
has already banned its citizens from working in Malaysia.
Weeks of clashes and the new displacements have damaged Myanmar Leader Aung San Suu Kyi's hopes of securing
peace in the long-running conﬂicts in the mountainous border
areas, a goal she has made her administration's top priority.
Observers fear that Suu Kyi's ﬂedgling civilian administration is unable to rein in the army, which retains political
power and is free from civilian oversight.
Critics have accused her of turning a blind eye to the
plight of Rohingya ethnic minority, who have faced discrimination from the authorities for decades.
Echoing a November 30 UN statement, Amnesty International on Sunday said abuse of the ethnic minorities based
mostly in western Rakhine state might “amount to crimes
against humanity”. “Humanitarian access to conﬂict areas in
Kachin and Shan states is currently worse than at any point
in the past few years,” Peron said. The army said it would
step up operations in Shan state following the November
20 attacks. Meanwhile, at least 30,000 have been internally
displaced in Rakhine state, where ﬁghting and crackdowns
have been severe since nine border police oﬃcers were killed
near Myanmar's border with Bangladesh.
While thousands of Rohingya Muslims have found shelter
in Bangladesh, the country is now turning away further arrivals of boatloads of ﬂeeing families.
Human Rights Watch has released several sets of satellite
images showing that several Rohingya villages in Rakhine
state have been burned and destroyed since late October.
(Source: agencies)

Maersk may sign HOA with
NIOC to develop South Pars
oil layer
E CO N O M Y TEHRAN — The Danish business cond e s k glomerate Maersk may sign a Heads of

Agreement (HOA) with National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC)
to develop oil layer of Iran’s South Pars oil and gas field in
Persian Gulf, according to an Iranian oil official.

According to Tasnim news agency, Gholamreza
Manouchehri, the deputy managing director of NIOC for development and engineering affairs, told Tasnim news agency
that the Danish company has already signed a memorandum
of understanding (MOU) with NIOC to study the oil layer and
the study project is in progress.
“Development of South Pars oil layer has always been
a priority for NIOC and we have planned for the second
phase of this project to go based on new oil contracts (IPC),”
Manouchehri said.
The official also noted that NIOC is negotiating with several other companies regarding the second phase of South
Pars oil layer development project.
NIOC awarded the first phase of this project to Iranian
company Petroiran in 2004 but the country has not been
able to extract any oil from this field since then.
South Pars oil layer which Iran shares with Qatar in Persian Gulf is known as Al-Shaheen oilfield in the Qatari side
and the Arab nation has been extracting from this filed since
1992. For the time being a daily capacity of 300,000 barrels is
recorded for this filed.

Turkey’s Otokar says signs
license deal with Iran’s
OGHAB for exports
Turkish commercial vehicle maker Otokar said on Monday it
had signed a technology and license deal with Iran’s OGHAB
concerning the export and sale of its Navigo buses.
In a statement to the Istanbul stock exchange, Otokar said
the deal covered a three-year period with an option to extend
by two years and said the deal could generate revenues of
around 50 million lira ($14 million) annually. (Source: Reuters)

Pertamina to Buy 1m
Barrels of Iranian crude
in Q1 2017: CEO
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Enhanced gas recovery POGC’s
main focus in co-op with foreigners
By Mahnaz Abdi
TEHRAN — Enhancing the rate of gas recovery from
South Pars gas field through installing related installations and platforms is the main focus of Pars Oil and Gas
Company (POGC) in attraction of foreign investment
and also transfer of foreign technology to the country, Mohammad Meshkinfam, managing director of the
company, told the Tehran Times in a press conference
on Tuesday marking the 18th establishment anniversary
of POGC.
POGC is a subsidiary of National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) and is in charge of developing South Pars gas
field, a huge field Iran shares with Qatar in the Persian Gulf
estimated to contain a significant amount of natural gas,
accounting for about eight percent of the world’s reserves,
and approximately 18 billion barrels of condensate.
Referring to the agreement NIOC signed with
France’s Total on November 8 for development of South
Pars phase 11, the official said that it is an agreement for
both attraction of investment and transfer of technology; highlighting that fund necessary for development
can be provided anyway, but transfer of technology for
the building of platforms equipped with gas pressure increasing installations is a necessity for the country.
“We should receive this technology from foreign
companies at least in one case and then we will apply it
in other cases,” Meshkinfam noted.
He had said in October that by the next five years
pressure drop control is necessary to be launched in
South Pars, “In this regard, such control will be launched
first in phase 11 and then it will be applied in the other
phases.”
The POGC managing director also said his company plans to attract foreign investment for transfer of
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such technology in the framework of Iran’s new oil and
gas contract model, known as IPC.
‘$21b to be invested for completing South
Pars development’
Elsewhere in his remarks, Meshkinfam put the total
investment required for development of South Pars gas
field at $91 billion, of which about $70 billion has been
already made and the rest $21 billion will be made in the
coming years.
‘South Pars gas output to reach 550mcm/d
by Mar. 2017’
The official further put the current gas production
from South Pars at 500 million cubic meters per day
(mcm/d) and said that the figure will reach 515 mcm/d
by adding the gas produced in the second train of phase

20 refinery to the total output of the field within the next
days and it is planned to hit 550 mcm/d by the end of
current Iranian calendar year (March 20, 2017).
He also put the current production of gas condensate
from South Pars at 600,000 barrels per day (bpd) that
is planned to reach 680,000 bpd by the end of current
calendar year.
Meshkinfam went on to say that the daily worth of
South Pars production is planned to reach $272 million
while its annual worth is projected to hit $90 billion by
the end of the next Iranian calendar year (March 2018).
POGC managing director also put the cumulative
amount and value of gas production from the field since
the start of its development at 879 billion cubic meters
and $378 billion.

FIEO urges RBI to let Iran banks open branches in India
Federation of Indian Export Organizations
(FIEO) has requested the Reserve Bank of
India (RBI) to grant permission to Iranian
banks for opening branches in India as it
could help in facilitating bilateral trade.
According to FIEO Director General
Ajay Sahai, five Iranian lenders -- Bank
of Pasargad, Saman Bank, Parsian Bank,
Bank Mellat and Persia International Bank
-- have applied for setting up branches in
India.
“We want the RBI to expedite granting
permissions for Iranian banks to establish
branches in India,” Sahai told reporters
here.
“The norms which are being followed
by RBI for this country (Iran) are a little difPICTURE OF THE DAY

ferent than what they follow for others. I
am personally of the view that since the
sanctions have been lifted, hopefully by
January we will see that RBI gives permission to some of them,” he said.
“Commerce Secretary has already
spoken to the chairperson of State Bank
of India and UCO Bank. Even IDBI Bank is
being encouraged to open a representative office in Iran,” he said, addressing an
Iranian delegation at a conference.
“This is something which we have referred to the deputy governor of RBI and
cited that European Union, which was
instrumental in putting the sanctions on
Iran, has already provided opening of
three branches of an Iranian bank in the

city of Munich.
“Therefore India should also come forward and take the lead as the trade opportunities which are coming need to be
fructified,” Sahai said.
Elaborating on the exports prospects
with Iran, he said that India did exceedingly well after the carving out of the rupee
payment mechanism in 2012 and 2013
and its bilateral exports rose to close to $5
billion in 2014-15.
“Unfortunately, with the softening of
crude and commodity prices the exports
took a hit in 2015-16. We expect that India’s trade to Iran will grow by leaps and
bounds particularly now since sanctions
have been completely lifted.
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Greece interested
in Iran’s gas

State energy company Pertamina will buy one million barrels of
Iranian crude oil, expected to be delivered in the first quarter of
2017, its chief executive Dwi Soetjipto told reporters on Monday
(19/12).
“We will try to bring in for the Cilacap refinery about one million barrels for experiment. When we know the result, the yield,
then we could negotiate for the long term,” Soetjipto said.
He also said Pertamina will submit proposals for its plan to
purchase stakes in two oil and gas blocks in Iran by the end of
February.
Last week, Indonesia announced it will import around 500,000
metric tons of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) from Iran in 2017,
according to a government statement.
(Source: Reuters)

E CO N O M Y TEHRAN
—
d e s k Greece’s Alternate

Foreign Minister for European Affairs George Katrougalos (R) voiced
his countr y’s interest in purchasing
Iranian gas, Shana reported on Tuesday.
The Greek official made the remarks in a meeting with Iranian
Deputy Oil Minister for International Affairs and Trading Amir-Hossein
Zamaninia (L).
He called for expansion of energy
ties between the two countries saying, “Greek companies are interested in Iran’s gas sector and refining
industr y and we are willing to purchase Iranian gas.”
“Greece puts great importance on
its ties with Iran and Athens is eager
to expand relations with Iran in various spheres,” Katrougalos added.
Greece’s largest refiner Hellenic
Petroleum Company is one of the
customers of Iranian oil.

Bank of Japan more
optimistic about economy

Italy paves way
for a $21b aid
plan for ailing
banks

NEWS IN BRIEF

The Bank of Japan on Tuesday raised its assessment of the
country’s economy for the first time since May 2015, closing
a turbulent year on a positive note as it stood pat on monetary policy.
Officials at the central bank have become more optimistic about Japan’s economy since Donald Trump’s unexpected
U.S. election win helped weaken the yen and lift sentiment.
The sudden change in circumstances has even led to talk
of the BOJ raising interest rates, just three months after it
backed off from its aggressive stance of trying to generate
inflation as quickly as possible.
Following its last policy meeting of the year, the BOJ said
that the world’s third-largest economy “has continued its
moderate recovery trend.” Previously the bank had qualified
that assessment, citing sluggishness in exports and production.
The BOJ’s more optimistic take on the economy came the
same day as the government released its growth forecast for
the coming year.
Tokyo now sees the economy picking up speed to 1.5 percent growth from an estimated 1.3 percent in the current
year ending March 2017.
As widely expected, the BOJ also kept its short-term rate target at minus 0.1 percent and its 10-year Japanese government
bond yield target at around zero. It also said it would continue
to buy Japanese government bonds at the previous pace of
around 80 trillion yen a year.
Highlighting a shift in debate away from the need for
more easing, policy questions fielded by BOJ Gov. Haruhiko
Kuroda at the day’s news conference were mostly about the
possibility of increases in the 10-year yield target.
(Source: Wall Street Journal)

“I am aware of some of the challenges
which have definitely come in the way of
facilitating trade between the two countries. There are numerous issues on the
banking front,” Sahai pointed out.
(Source: millenniumpost.in)

The Italian government moved closer to a potential rescue of lenders including Banca Monte
dei Paschi di Siena SpA by seeking permission
from parliament to increase the nation’s public
debt by as much as 20 billion euros ($21 billion).
The plan is aimed at providing a backstop to
the banking system “through public guarantees
in order to restore their short- and medium-term
lending ability,” Finance Minister Pier Carlo Padoan said following a cabinet meeting Monday
night. The funds could also be used “for capital-strengthening programs of banks within recapitalizations that include the sale of shares,” he
added.

Lloyds to buy BofA’s
U.K. credit card unit
for $2.4b
Lloyds Banking Group Plc agreed to buy Bank
of America Corp.’s MBNA credit-card business
in the U.K. for 1.9 billion pounds ($2.4 billion) in
cash, marking its first major deal since being rescued by British taxpayers eight years ago.
The acquisition of MBNA, which has about
7 billion pounds of assets, will add 650 million
pounds a year to Lloyd’s revenue, equivalent to a
4 percent increase, according to a statement Tuesday. As part of the deal, the London-based bank
negotiated a 240 million-pound cap on MBNA’s
future payouts for the payment-protection insurance scandal.

Boeing: More job
cuts coming in 2017

Boeing told employees it will continue to cut jobs at
its commercial airplane unit in 2017, citing fierce competition with rival Airbus and a drop in new orders.
“While we have made progress in reducing costs
and improving affordability, we will need to do more
in 2017,” said an internal company message. “We will
need to continue to reduce the size of our workforce
next year.”
The company will start by leaving open positions
unfilled and offering voluntary buyouts. It said it will only
turn to layoffs as a last resort.
Boeing cut its commercial airplane unit workforce by
8 percent in 2016, including shrinking its executive ranks
by 10 percent.
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Saudi Arabia and UK-supplied
cluster bombs: what do
we know?
By Patrick Wintour

B

ritish government faces several difficult questions
over what it knew after Riyadh confirms use of
munitions in Yemen.
The UK and Saudi Arabia claimed they not have broken
the law after the Saudi government, under pressure from
the Guardian, finally confirmed that it has used Britishsupplied cluster munitions in Yemen. Technically that may
be correct, but even if no law has been broken, it appears
there has either been a breach of trust between the two
governments or between British ministers and parliament.
Since May, British ministers have denied that UK cluster
munitions have been used in Yemen, largely basing this
assessment on assurances they claim to have received from
the Saudi government.

But the Saudis have admitted using British cluster
weapons, albeit outside civilian areas and in line with
international humanitarian law of proportionality.
The question now arises, for how long did the British
government know this, and was it was given false assurances
by the Saudi government about their use, which would
raise questions about the degree to which Saudi Arabia
can be considered a reliable security partner.
After all, the allegations that UK-supplied weapons had
been used by the Saudis were first made in May and for
eight months there have been denials and obfuscation.
On the face of it either ministers misled parliament or the
Saudis misled the Ministry of Defense.
Arms sales to Saudi Arabia
Given the highly complex, secretive and sensitive –
and for the UK, profitable – relationship between the two
countries, neither outcome is palatable. This will have
political consequences on 13 January when MPs will be
asked to vote on whether arms sales to Saudi Arabia should
be suspended. It will not be a comfortable debate.
The British government’s position was that it stopped
supplying cluster munitions in 1989. In 2008, the UK signed
up to the convention on cluster munitions, which prohibits the
use, production, transfer and stockpiling of the weapons.
In May, facing allegations from Amnesty International
that cluster munitions had been used by the Saudis, the
then defense minister Philip Dunne told MPs: “Based on all
the information available to us, including sensitive coalition
operational reporting, we assess that no UK-supplied cluster
weapons have been used and no UK-supplied aircraft have
been involved in the use of UK cluster weapons in the
current conflict in Yemen.”
He added: “The United Kingdom last provided BL755
cluster munitions to Saudi Arabia nearly 30 years ago. The
final delivery was in 1989. We ratified the convention on
cluster munitions on 4 May 2010 and we no longer supply,
maintain or support these weapons. We have not done so
since we signed the convention in 2008.” On this basis, the
UK had not acted illegally.
In his statement, Dunne provided a get-out clause,
saying the UK government was seeking “fresh assurances”
from the Saudis on the issue, a line that has been repeated
several times by ministers. Dunne added: “If we find any
evidence, we will pass it on to the committees on arms
export controls.” No such evidence, until Monday, had
been given to parliament. In October, ITV raised the issue,
building on Amnesty’s previous investigatory work by
publishing photographic evidence of what appeared to be
recently used British-made cluster munitions in Yemen.
The evidence was provided by a Houthi fighter in the
civil war who said the pictures were taken in March in the
frontline region of Baqim, near the Saudi border. Metadata
on the photographs analyzed by ITV supported his
account. An independent munitions expert also identified
the bombs as British-made IBL755s.
In response, Brig Gen Ahmed Asiri of the Saudi military
said: “There is manipulation in these photos used because
they forget that in 2009, we fought these militias and we used
this kind [of weapon] to protect our border, but not to use it in
civilian areas. “This is manipulation. This is what we face in the
media; people manipulate these kinds of photos. If we used it,
we would say we used it ... Why would we deny it?”
Saudi denial
Shortly before the ITV report and subsequent Saudi denial,
the business, innovation and skills select committee and the
international development select committee published a
report urging the British government to speed up its inquiries
into what the Saudis knew. “We do not believe that the UK
government can meet its obligations under the convention on
cluster munitions by relying on assurances from the Saudis,”
the report said. “We recommend that the MoD carry out its
own investigation into the purported use by the coalition
forces of a UK-supplied cluster bomb, further to evidence
found in Yemen. “We also recommend that the government,
as a signatory to the convention on cluster munitions, set
out the steps it has taken not only to make sure UK-supplied
aircraft and UK personnel are not in any way implicated in
the use or deployment of these weapons, which is prohibited
under the convention, but also the steps it has taken to stop
Saudi Arabia from using cluster munitions.”
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Berlin truck crash spreads waves of fear
By David A. Andelman

T

he apparent violent truck assault on
Berlin’s crowded Breitscheidplatz
Christmas market had all the
hallmarks of Islamic State (ISIL) terrorism
-- the same type of semitruck, the same
high speed of 40 miles an hour, the same
mass of holiday revelers -- as the horrific
attack on the Promenade des Anglais in
Nice last summer. In both cases, there
were multiple deaths and scores of
maimed and injured left in their wake.
But beyond the immediate panic
and horror, there also appears to be a
potentially more pernicious reward to
the forces of the political far right best
positioned to capitalize on such a tragedy.
Indeed, the domestic political fallout
of both incidents promises to carry far
beyond the borders of Germany or
France, spreading a radical shift to the
right that holds the potential of upsetting
not only the ruling elite, but the very glue
that holds Europe together.
Even while Sven Gerling, a spokesman
for the Berlin fire service, was saying, “We
are at the scene with a large number of
vehicles. The police are too. We are trying
to save a number of lives,” a spokesman
for Chancellor Angela Merkel was
assuring the nation that she was being
briefed by her interior minister and by the
mayor of Berlin.
As police began to dig into the
background of the truck’s driver, however,
it was clear that Merkel would have to do
some neat pivoting if she was to win a
fourth term as chancellor.
Ironically, it was just one month ago
that she announced she would stand for
re-election. Even then, she was facing
some tough challenges -- particularly
from the Alternative for German (AfD)
Party and its fiery leader, Frauke Petry,
who have already launched a vicious,
and in scattered local contests, successful
campaign.
They claim that Merkel has been far
too generous and accommodating in

A broader fear, though, is that terror incidents
that pose electoral challenges for some of
Europe’s leading pillars of unity like Merkel
could provide ammunition for right-wing
leaders who want to go beyond simple bans
on immigration from the Middle East.
welcoming refugees from the Middle East,
at least some of whom intend to harm
the nation that has been so generous in
opening its doors to them.
Entering Germany illegally
As long ago as January, Petry was
urging German border police to shoot
on the spot any refugees found entering
Germany illegally. The fear is that to
match such rhetoric in the face of the
post-Christmas market massacre, Merkel
will have to edge farther toward the right.
Already, she did a bit of a pivot two
weeks ago when she called for a ban on
wearing a veil in public. “The full veil is not
appropriate here. It should be forbidden
wherever that is legally possible. It does
not belong to us,” she told a Christian
Democratic Union (CDU) gathering.

Russian ambassador’s murder might
have consequences

By Murat Yetkin

I

knew Andrey Karlov in person. The
Russian ambassador to Ankara was
from the old school, a Cold War
warrior, who even served in North Korea. In the worst times of the TurkishRussian crisis after Turkey downed a
Russian plane on the Syrian border,
Karlov did not lose his calm.
His last words before being shot
by Turkish police officer Mevlüt Mert
Alt?nta? in the back were “it is always
easy to destroy, but difficult to construct” at the opening of a Turkish-Russian photograph exhibition in Ankara
late on Dec. 19.
Before firing his pistol, the attacker
shouted slogans at him about children
being killed in Aleppo and said, “Neither you nor me are going to leave
here alive.”
The police immediately sealed the
building of the Arts and Culture Center
belonging to the municipality of Ankara’s Çankaya district and evacuated the
civilians. This is supposed to be one of
the places with the maximum security in
Turkey. In a 50-meter radius, there are
the U.S., German and Austrian embassies, the Ankara Chamber of Industry,
the Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency (BDDK), the Chief Prosecutor’s Office of the Court of Appeals
and the Russian Trade Office. It is near
Atatürk Boulevard, where the prime
minister passes every day, sometimes
more than once, to go to his office.
A police badge
But if you carry a police badge, like
this young police officer, you do not
have any difficulty in entering security
areas. There are claims that he might
be a member of the secret network of
Fethullah Gülen, the U.S.-resident Islamist preacher who is accused of masterminding the July 15 coup attempt,
but then how on earth did he save

himself from the mass dismissals in the
wake of it?
When the attacker shot and killed
the Russian ambassador, Turkish Foreign
Minister Mevlüt Çavu?o?lu was aboard a
plane on his way to Moscow to attend a
meeting between the foreign ministers of
Russia, Turkey and Iran on the situation in
Syria. The attack was carried out right before it, but Russia said the meeting would
be held as planned.
Turkish President Tayyip Erdo?an and
Russian President Vladimir Putin made
public statements almost at the same
time and denounced the attack as one
targeting the improvement of relations
between the two countries.
Erdo?an also said he accepted a
suggestion by Putin to have a joint security team investigate the murder.
In his statement, Putin said Russia
wanted to know who was behind the
attack.
If the attacker had been captured
unharmed, or at least wounded, it
would have been much easier to get
information from him during the interrogation and prosecution.
But in a small building, against a
person carrying only a pistol, the police did not choose methods like using tear gas, or shooting at his legs, or
simply talking him into surrendering,
but “neutralized him during a clash,” as
Interior Minister Süleyman Soylu put it
in a statement nearly three hours after
the killing – something which must be
investigated together with the investigation of the murder.
Karlov’s murder has not only taken
the dimension of terrorism up a level in
Turkey but is likely to have consequences
in Turkey’s international relations and in
the political balances in the Middle East,
especially if the perpetrators of the murder will not be identified – the sooner the
better – and accepted by the Russians.
(Source: hurriyetdailynews)

The fact is, across Western Europe
there is a full-scale assault on traditional
democratic values that many are
increasingly coming to fear are only
giving aid and comfort to the kinds
of terrorists prepared to seize on any
leniency to drive their trucks into crowds
of innocents enjoying themselves.
In France, the fears that sprung from a
succession of terrorist attacks over the past
year played a central role in hammering
the popularity rating of Francois Hollande
into the single digits and driving him from
a re-election bid, while strengthening the
hand of anti-immigrant, anti-Muslim, farright leader Marine Le Pen of the National
Front party.
In Italy, similar concerns led to the
ouster of Italy’s center-left politician,

while in Austria the far-right candidate
managed to get into a two-way runoff for his nation’s presidency. The new,
populist government in Poland has
already shifted far to the right, and
other nations including the Netherlands,
Norway, Hungary and even Liechtenstein
are set to hold their own elections in 2017
alongside France and Germany.
Across Europe, right-wing candidates
are positioning themselves against
immigration and Islam, defending an
ever-tougher stance with every new
terrorist assault.
Terror incidents
A broader fear, though, is that terror
incidents that pose electoral challenges
for some of Europe’s leading pillars of unity
like Merkel could provide ammunition for
right-wing leaders who want to go beyond
simple bans on immigration from the
Middle East. The AfD, the National Front
and their supporters want nothing less
than a dissolution of the European Union
and a return to pull-up-the-drawbridge
nationalism for their individual nations.
Brexit was only the first example of this
kind of political mentality. The thousands
of immigrants from the Middle East
clamoring for entry to Britain only stoked
the fires of exiting the European Union.
Each successive, successful and bloody
terrorist attack will further whet the
appetite of right-wing politicians and their
supporters, feverish to return full control
over their nation’s security to their own
security forces.
This is the ultimate danger of terror
attacks. Reasonable men and women
must recognize them for what they are -an effort to drain what is left of democracy
from our nations. As President-elect
Donald Trump begins to focus on how
to respond, he should understand that
support for moderation and unity will
defeat those who prefer to divide each
of us. A populist agenda, in contrast,
will only strengthen and embolden our
enemies.
(Source: CNN)

Hamilton’s electors
vote Trump

The pressure campaign fails, but Clinton
has more faithless electors.
The 538 members of the Electoral College
met Monday in 50 state capitals, and nearly
all followed the public will in the 29 states
carried by Donald J. Trump by voting to make
the Republican the 45th U.S. President. There
will be no Electoral College coup.
On Election Day Trump won states
(including Maine’s second congressional
district) worth 306 electoral votes,
comfortably more than the 270 needed
for victory. While Monday’s final tally wasn’t
known when we went to press, the count
was headed toward 304 for. Trump, with
two dissenting GOP electors from Texas.
It is nonetheless worth noting the extraordinary lengths that Democrats and
the progressive media have gone to attempt to lobby electors to vote for Hillary
Clinton or a Republican alternative.
Electors under siege
“Electors under siege,” said a headline
in Politico, reporting that many “have
been inundated by harassing phone calls
and hate mail,” even “death threats.”
So much for the calm deliberation that
progressives claim to want as they lobbied
electors under the rubric of Hamilton’s
Electors. The spectacle of the last month
has been an exercise in political intimidation, precisely the kind of pressure politics
that Alexander Hamilton wanted an Elec-

toral College to protect the country from.
There’s a case for independent judgment
by electors, but only in extraordinary circumstances—such as learning something
new and disqualifying about a candidate.
The lobbying was also notable for the
number of progressive pundits who urged
the electors to deny the results on Election
Day in favor of defaulting to 538 electors.
Their supposedly killer argument is that
Clinton won the popular vote by some 2.86 million
votes, at last count. But everyone, including the
Clinton campaign, knew that the victor would be
determined by electoral votes. No one ordered
Clinton not to campaign in Wisconsin, which she
lost by something like 22,000 votes.
A campaign based on the popular
vote would have been very different, and
Clinton spent tens of millions of dollars to
roll up her popular vote margins in states
she was already going to win comfortably.
She did this in part because her campaign
feared she might lose the popular vote
but win in the Electoral College.
Beyond this year’s vote, progressives
want to undermine public confidence in the
Electoral College more broadly. That’s why
several Democratic electors voted for other
candidates before they were replaced under
state law; four electors from Washington
State were able to cast faithless votes,
though they had been pledged to Clinton.
(Source: WSJ)
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Who benefits from assassination
of Russian Ambassador?

ssassination of Russian Ambassador to Turkey Andrey
Karlov was a shock on Monday night the news of which went
quickly viral on the wen and social
networks. The video of Officer Mevlut Mert Altintas who gunned down
the ambassador in cold blood
and then began shouting out was
extraordinarily confusing as the
assailant was a special force supposed to protect the diplomat and
now he was cr ying out for long seconds without anyone interrupting
him. What people across the world
were watching was totally different
from any imagination and previous
instances of a terrorist attack; it was
showing a shocking reality that in
world of politics and in the volatile
region of Middle East, you cannot
easily trust or believe whatever you
see or whatever things seem out
there. This, however, has always
been the case about international
politics, but the heinous assassination of a diplomat by a special
force security officer was a blatant
and brazen reminder of it.
Ankara and Moscow agreed to
form an investigative committee to
go after perpetrators of the assassination. The inquiries and inspections of the committee might shed
more light on the event in future;
but for now it is better to review
the situation in the Middle East and
between the countries involved in
Syria to have a better image of it
and find out whose interest are
ser ved with this act of terror.
In fact, Turkish President Recep

turning toward Russia and another
time impeding peace process are
changing policies of him. When his
countr y was about to face a coup
a few months ago, it was Iran and
Russia who warned him and actually helped him to bring the coup to
a failed attempt. Yet he followed his
insincere policy again and played a
dangerous game on Aleppo.
After the failed coup attempt,
Erdogan began cleansing all entities and organizations and detained or fired anyone connected
in one way or the other to Gulen
movement. Therefore, it can be
said that the security and militar y
forces in Turkey, and particularly
Special Forces, are all loyal to the
ruling government and president
which can lead to the conclusion
that the government has been behind this assassination.
Another way to interpret it is
as one of Turkish officials said on
Monday after the murder did, connecting him to Gulen movement.
But it would translate into the bittering fact that despite all arrests
and expulsions and pressures, Gulen still has loyalists as close to the
high-ranking officials as Mevlut
Mert Altintas. The two conclusions
can be good reminders to Erdogan
to still be careful in its domestic
politics which he has long tried to

he made controversial remarks.
Here is the exact transcript of his
words:
Mike Morell: So you don’t want
to destroy those things, right. You
don’t want to destroy those things.
So here’s what I think you want to
do. I think you want to covertly, not
openly but covertly, but you certainly want them to know, you want
to covertly tell the moderate opposition that you’re supporting to go
after -- this is a big deal -- to go
after the Russians and the Iranians
who are on the ground. They got
to pay a price for what they’re doing. Just like we made the Russians
pay a price in Afghanistan for what
they’re doing. We have to make
them pay a price. We have to make
them...
Charlie Rose: By supporting the Mujahedin.
Mike Morell: Yes. We have to
make them to want to go home. We
have to make them want to have a
deal, right, so that’s number one.
Charlie Rose: Now, how do
we do that?
Mike Morell: We ask the moderate opposition -- we give the moderate opposition weapons.
Charlie Rose: What is it
they want that they don’t have?
Mike Morell: You know, Dave Petraeus could tell you exactly what

Tayyip Erdogan must be the first
person to take lessons from his
turned-terrorist officer and reconsider whom to trust. It is no secret
anymore that Erdogan has taken
wrong stances on Syrian crisis in
various cases and that he has been
tr ying to enhance his own power
in the countr y and his countr y’s
in region regardless of the other
players and stakeholders. Once
siding with Arabs and US and once

make as totalitarian as possible.
Yet Turkey and its president don’t
seem to have any interests by killing Russian ambassador to Ankara.
The answer can be all the way
around in the United States and its
allies who support so-called moderate fighters against legitimate
government of Assad.
On Monday August 8, former
CIA chief Michael Morell appeared
on Charlie Rose’s program where

they want. You know, I’m not a militar y guy.
Charlie Rose: In Afghanistan, it was military.
Mike Morell: Right. But I’d give
them the things that they need to
both go after the Assad government, but also to have the Iranians
and the Russians pay a little price.
When we were in Iraq, the Iranians
were giving weapons to the Shi’a
militia who were killing American

Professional diplomat who
became a terrorist’s target:
Who was Andrey Karlov?
Andrey Gennadievich Karlov was the Russian ambassador to Turkey. Only a few minutes into a public speech
at the Ankara Center for Contemporary Art, Karlov was
reportedly shot in the back nine times by Mevlüt Mert
Altıntaş, a 22-year-old Turkish police officer. Karlov
died of his wounds shortly afterward.
According to the official website of the Russian embassy in Turkey, Andrey Karlov was born in 1954. After
graduating from the Moscow State Institute of International Relations in 1976, Karlov became a Soviet ambassador to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea,
also known as North Korea. In 1992 he moved to the
embassy in the Republic of Korea (ROK), or South Korea. In 2001 he was promoted to Russia’s Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary in ROK, the highest
position a Russian ambassador can hold. Karlov was
promoted again in 2007, to Deputy Director General
for Consular Affairs, and again to Director Gener al. In
July 2013 he returned to the field to become Russia’s
ambassador to Turkey.
Karlov assumed the office as tensions between Russia and Turkey began to reach a fever pitch over the

Syrian civil war. Russia officially backed the government
of Syrian president Bashar al-Assad, while Turkey threw
its weight behind the rebel factions trying to oust him.
In November 2015, a Turkish fighter jet shot down a
Russian Su-24 bomber that the Turkish government
claimed had ignored warnings that it was violating
Turkish airspace. They also claimed not to have known
the nationality of the plane until after they shot it down.
The Russians claimed that the bomber never entered
Turkish airspace, nor were the pilots warned before
the Turks opened fire. Russian President Vladimir Putin
called the incident, which claimed the life of one of the
pilots, a “stab in the back by terrorist accomplices.” It
signaled a souring of Russo-Turkish relations.
However, after the failed coup attempt in June 2016,
when Russia firmly supported the legitimate government of Turkey, relations drastically improved. President Erdogan publicly apologized for the incident
with the Russian military aircraft and the two countries
pledged to work together in Syria, though acknowledging differences.
(Source: SPUTNIK)

soldiers, right. The Iranians were
making us pay a price. We need
to make the Iranians pay a price in
Syria. We need to make the Russians pay a price. The other thing
we need to do...
Charlie Rose: We make
them pay the price by killing
Russians?
Mike Morell: Yes.
Charlie Rose: And killing
Iranians?
Mike Morell: Yes. Covertly. You
don’t tell the world about it, right.
You don’t stand up at the Pentagon and say we did this. Here’s the
other thing I want to do, I want to
go after -- I want to go after those
things that Assad sees as his personal power base, right. I want to
scare Assad. So, I want to -- I want
to go after his presidential guard.
I want to bomb his offices in the
middle of the night.
His remarks was so controversial
that Charlie Rose decided to have
him back on the program about
ten days later ; “you know, one of
the things that you’re taught as a
young analyst at CIA is precision of
language,” he said and later continued. “Right. So one of the wars
that’s going on, right, is the Syrian
militar y, supported by Russia and
the Iranians are fighting the moderate opposition. And the moderate opposition is already killing -- is
already killing Iranians and Syrians.
What I said is that’s a good -- that’s
an OK thing, right, because it puts
pressure on Iran and Russia to tr y
to see some value in ending this
thing politically. And what I said
is we should encourage -- what I
wanted to say was that we should
encourage the moderate opposition to continue to do that…”
With US presidential elections on
the spot and a hot topic all around
the world, Democrats and Obama
administration began claiming that

Russia had hacked into both Democratic and Republican parties, but
released only Democrat party documents to weaken them and help
Trump win the elections in US. Just
a couple of months after Morell,
Vice President Joe Biden talked to
Meet The Press to be asked about
what Washington intends to do to
respond to alleged hackings by
Russia.
Chuck Todd: Alright. Final
question. When-- I talked with
Ambassador, former Russian
Ambassador Mike McFaul.
Joe Biden: Yeah.
Chuck Todd: And-- we
talked about the idea that every
once-- you, you gotta respond
when you, when they’re hacking. You gotta do something.
He described it as a high hard
one. Maybe just, you know, sort
of like in baseball. You throw a
high hard one to send a message. Why haven’t we sent a
message yet to Putin?
Joe Biden: We’re sending a message. We have the capacity to do it.
And-- the message-Chuck Todd: He’ll know it?
Joe Biden: --he’ll know it. And it
will be at the time of our choosing.
And under the circumstances that
have the greatest impact. Look-Chuck Todd: Will it be
enough, do you think, that it’ll
get him to back off? I mean,
how concerned are you that the
country is actually gonna question the result of this election?
Joe Biden: I am not concerned.
The reason I’m not is we’re working ver y closely with all the departments of elections across the countr y, number one. Number two, the
American people are pretty damn
resilient. And number three, the,
the capacity to do, to fundamentally alter the election is-- is not
what people think. And-- I tell you
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what, to the extent that they do, we
will be proportional in what we do.
And-- at the-Chuck Todd: So a message
is gonna be sent. Will the public
know it?
Joe Biden: Hope not.
It was in mid-October ; only seven weeks before President Obama speaking to NPR on last Friday again turning to retaliation to
Russian alleged hackings. The US
president said he is waiting for a
final report he has ordered into a
range of Russian hacking attacks,
but promised there would be a response.
“I think there is no doubt that
when any foreign government tries
to impact the integrity of our elections … we need to take action,”
Obama said. “And we will – at a time
and place of our own choosing,” he
said to the radio host and on the
retaliator y measures he asserted
that “some of it may be explicit and
publicized; some of it may not be.”
The remarks by three American
figures are not something one can
pass by indifferently. The assassination happened only one day
before trilateral meeting between
foreign ministers and defense ministers of Iran, Russia and Turkey
which can be decisive on the fate
of current situation in Syria and
Aleppo. A closer relation between
Turkey and the two other countries
can be harmful to the policies the
West is pursuing in Syria and Iraq.
So it won’t be any surprise if
western forces or their regional allies or even their so-called moderate oppositions have been behind
the scenes of this terrorist targeting of late ambassador in Ankara
to not only have Russia pay the
price of its achievements in Syria,
but also have Turkey pay the price
of getting closer to Iran and Russia.
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Apt. in Fereshteh
3rd Fl., 310 sq.m, 4 bdrs, furn &
unfurn, SPJ, nice lobby,
nice balcony, 7000 USD
Ms.Diba: 09128103206
The beﬆ Location in Niavaran
Duplex, 500 sq.m, 6 bdrs, furn,
indoor pool, Pkg
Mr.king: 09128440154

New Supper Luxury Apt.
in Mahmoudieh
220 sq.m, 3 bdrs, furn & unfurn,
balcony, nice lobby, SPJ,
roof garden
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Whole Bldg.
in Mahmoudieh
3-Storey, each ﬂoor 175 sq.m with
3 rooms, one small suit with 2
rooms, lobby, Pkg, renovated,
Suitable For Embassies, $12000
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Duplex Villa in Mahmoudieh
400 sq.m built up, 5 rooms,
nice balcony, garden, pool, $8000
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Brand New Bldg. in
North Tehran
1000 sq.m land in 3500 sq.m built
up, 3 rooms, indoor pool, Pkg
Mr.king: 09128440154

Duplex Villa in Zaferanieh
Super Bldg.
1700 sq.m built up in 2000 sq.m
land, 5 rooms, indoor/outdoor
pool, garden, Pkg, 30000 USD
Mr.king: 09128440154
Duplex Villa in Farmanieh
800 sq.m built up, 4 bdrs,
pool, garden, Pkg, renovated,
Suitable for Residency & Embassy,
$15000
Ms.Diba: 09128103206
Duplex Villa in Qeytariyeh
650 sq.m built up in 600 sq.m land,
4 rooms, furn, Pkg, $5000
Mr.king: 09128440154

ﻣﺤﻤﻮﺩﻳﻪ
، ﺳﻮﺋﻴﺖ ﻣﺠﺰﺍ+  ﺧﻮﺍﺏ3 ، ﻣﺘﺮ340
،ﺩﺭ ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﻪ ﺍﻳﻰ ﺧﺎﺹ ﻭ ﺑﻰ ﻧﻈﻴﺮ
 ﻓﺮﻭﺷﻨﺪﻩ100% ، ﻧﻮﺳﺎﺯ،ﻓﻮﻝ ﺍﻣﻜﺎﻧﺎﺕ
09128440152 :ﻧﺎﺩﺭﻧﻴﺎ

Brand New Bldg.
in Ajoodaniyeh
1500 sq.m land in 4000 sq.m built
up, totally 8 apts, 4 units is 250
sq.m & 4 units is 350 sq.m
Mr.king: 09128440154

Ask Us Your Required Short
Term / Long Term Furnished
&Unfurnished Apartments.
ﺁﭘﺎﺭﺗﻤﺎﻥ ﻫﺎﻯ ﻛﻮﺗﺎﻩ ﻣﺪﺕ ﻭ ﺑﻠﻨﺪ ﻣﺪﺕ ﻣﺒﻠﻪ
.ﻭ ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺒﻠﻪ ﻣﻮﺭﺩ ﻧﻴﺎﺯ ﺧﻮﺩ ﺭﺍ ﺍﺯ ﻣﺎ ﺑﺨﻮﺍﻫﻴﺪ

(ﺯﻋﻔﺮﺍﻧﻴﻪ )ﺍﻟﻒ ﺷﻤﺎﻟﻰ
، ﺗﻜﻮﺍﺣﺪﻯ، ﺧﻮﺍﺏ4 ، ﻣﺘﺮ430
 ﺳﻮﭘﺮ ﻟﻮﻛﺲ، ﭘﺎﺭﻛﻴﻨﮓ3
09128484216 :ﻓﺮﺑﺪ
ﻣﺤﻤﻮﺩﻳﻪ
، ﺳﻮﺋﻴﺖ ﻣﺠﺰﺍ، ﺧﻮﺍﺏ3 ، ﻣﺘﺮ340
ﺩﺭ ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﻪ ﺍﻯ ﺧﺎﺹ ﻭ ﺑﻰ ﻧﻈﻴﺮ
09128440152 :ﻧﺎﺩﺭﻧﻴﺎ
(ﻓﺮﺷﺘﻪ)ﻭﻟﻴﻌﺼﺮ
، ﻧﻘﺸﻪ ﻋﺎﻟﻰ، ﻃﺒﻘﻪ ﺑﺎﻻ، ﺧﻮﺍﺏ2 ،ﻣﺘﺮ100
 ﺑﺎﺳﺎﺯﻯ ﻛﺎﻣﻞ،ﺩﺳﺘﺮﺳﻰ ﺑﻰ ﻧﻈﻴﺮ
09128484216 :ﻓﺮﺑﺪ

، ﻭﻳﻮ ﻋﺎﻟﻰ، ﺧﻮﺍﺏ3 ، ﻣﺘﺮ300
 ﻧﻮﺳﺎﺯ،ﻓﻮﻝ ﺍﻣﻜﺎﻧﺎﺕ
09128440152 :ﻧﺎﺩﺭﻧﻴﺎ

Whole Bldg. in Niavaran
8 apts, 4800 sq.m built up,
6500 sq.m land, lobby, garden,
3 level Pkg, SPJ,
Suitable for Embassy & Residency
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Adminiﬆrative license Oﬃce in Argentine

Adminiﬆrative license Oﬃce

2nd Fl., 480 sq.m, open space,

Open space

2 Pkg, 28000 USD

Brand new, ﬆone ﬂoor, 4 Pkgs,

Mr.King: 09128440154

(ﻭﻟﻨﺠﻚ )ﺑﺮﺝ ﺑﺎﻍ
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Duplex Villa in Darous
700 sq.m land in 1200 sq.m built
up, 6 rooms, outdoorpool, ﬆone
ﬂoor, Suitable For Embassies,
$18000
Mr.king: 09128440154

Apt. in Jordan
125 sq.m, 2 bdrs, fully furn, Pkg,
Good access to highway
Ms.Diba: 09128103206
Moﬆ Fantaﬆ Apt. in Niavaran
300 sq.m, 3 bdrs, fully furn,
pool, Pkg, $6000
Mr.king: 09128440154

ADVERTISEMENTS

Price: $70 per Sq.m
Mr.King: 09128440154

Oﬃce in Jordan
New Adminiﬆrative license Bldg.
Between 100 Sq.m up to 1000 Sq.m,

500 sq.m oﬃce, open oﬃce, Pkg, highway,

good price, Suitable for Foreign Company

Suitable for Foreign Companies, $45 per Sq.m

Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Adminiﬆrative license Bldg.

Oﬃce in Vozara

In North Jordan

2-Storey, each ﬂoor 500 sq.m,

Brand new, 170 sq.m,
Stone ﬂoor

Flat, 15 Pkgs, renovated,
Good for foreign Companies,
Price: $40 per each Sq.m

Mr.King: 09128440154
Brand New Bldg.

Ms.Diba: 09128103206
Adminiﬆrative license oﬃce in Elahieh

Open space

Brand new, 120 sq.m, facility,

5th Fl., 250 sq.m built up,

ﬆone ﬂoor with Pkg

Mr.King: 09128440154

Mr.King: 09128440154

Apt. in Zaferanieh
4th Fl., 220 sq.m, 3 bdrs,
fully furn, nice balcony,
nice view, excellent view,
Pkg, 3000 USD
Ms.Diba: 09128103206
Apt. in Jordan
2 Fl., 150 sq.m, 3 bdrs,
fully furn, Pkg, lobby, Good access
to highway, 1800 USD
Ms.Diba: 09128103206
nd

Apt. in Farmanieh
1 Fl., 90 sq.m, 2 bdrs,
fully furn, Pkg, 3000 USD
Ms.Diba: 09128103206
ﬆ

Luxury Apt. in Jordan
4th Fl., 200 sq.m, 3 bdrs,
fully furn, Pkg, 3000 USD
Ms.Diba: 09128103206
Apt. in Jordan
4 Fl., 125 sq.m, 2 bdrs,
semi furn, Good access for
guﬆ house, 1600 USD
Ms.Diba: 09128103206
th
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The 5 biggest regrets
people have before they die
By Susie Moore
Want to hear the strangest thing on
earth?
Death is perhaps the most constructive fact of our existence. Being aware of
death throughout your life can beget the
healthiest attitude: one of perspective.
Countless people throughout history
knew this too. The ancient Greeks used
to “practice death every day,” and the
Toltecs would use death as “fuel to live
and to love.” The constant reminder ensured they would live more boldly, more
kindly, and with less fear.
The good news about death
Here’s how the morbid subject can
actually beneﬁt us: Our limited days on
earth are the ultimate impetus to live with
less fear and more intention.
The majority of the time, many of us
live as if there will be no end to our days.
We stay in unfulﬁlling careers. We remain
in unhappy relationships. We will travel
the world “one day.” We fail to tell people
how much they matter to us. We hide our
real truth, gifts, or talents from the world
because we are scared of being judged
and criticized.
Losing a parent when I was young
made this much more real for me. I felt
blessed to come to the realization of how
precarious and precious life is while still in
my younger years. But you don’t need a
loss early in your life to take advantage of
the wisdom that awaits you. Learn from
people who know.
One of my favorite books is Bronnie
Ware’s international bestseller The Top
Five Regrets of the Dying. Ware was a
hospice nurse in Australia for several
years and cared for patients in the last
few weeks of their lives. She writes with

incredible clarity how similar regrets surfaced again and again.
Surprise, surprise: There was no mention of insuﬃcient status; undelivered
revenge; or sadness over not being the
thinnest, prettiest, or most famous. These
were the most common regrets. (Numbers one and ﬁve could make me weep.)
The 5 most common regrets
1. I wish I’d had the courage to live
a life true to myself, not the life others
expected of me
“This was the most common regret of
all,” Ware writes. “When people realize that
their life is almost over and look back clearly
on it, it is easy to see how many dreams
have gone unfulﬁlled. Most people had
not honored even a half of their dreams
and had to die knowing that it was due to
choices they had made, or not made.”
2. I wish I hadn’t worked so hard
“All of the men I nursed deeply regretted spending so much of their lives on
the treadmill of a work existence.”

3. I wish I’d had the courage to
express my feelings
“Many people suppressed their feelings
in order to keep peace with others. As a result, they settled for a mediocre existence
and never became who they were truly
capable of becoming. Many developed illnesses relating to the bitterness and resentment they carried as a result.”
4. I wish I had stayed in touch with
my friends
“Often they would not truly realize the
full beneﬁts of old friends until their dying weeks, and it was not always possible
to track them down. Many had become
so caught up in their own lives that they
had let golden friendships slip by over
the years. There were many deep regrets
about not giving friendships the time and
eﬀort that they deserved.”
5. I wish that I had let myself be
happier
“This is a surprisingly common one.
Many did not realize until the end that

happiness is a choice. They had stayed
stuck in old patterns and habits. The socalled ‘comfort’ of familiarity overﬂowed
into their emotions, as well as their physical lives. Fear of change had them pretending to others, and to their selves, that
they were content.”
Get clear on what you want
Here’s an exercise I perform with my clients, which you can do at home to ﬁgure
out what you want to do, have, and be during your precious days on planet earth.
Take an hour to be quiet with yourself, a time without distractions when you
will not be interrupted. Picture yourself in
your elderly years. Attempt to see your
life through the lens of your 80- or even
90-year-old self. Start a conversation with
this wiser, older version of you. Be blatantly honest. Ask yourself:
• What do I really, really, really want?
• Where am I holding back?
• What will I congratulate myself for
having the courage to do, right now?
• What part of myself do I really need
to honor and be true to (even if this goes
against others’ expectations of me)?
• What really makes me feel happy
and alive?
• How can I make my happiness and
my truth my number one priority?
It’s up to you to get the highest possible return on every day of your limited
life. You can eradicate these potential regrets, starting now.
Whenever you think upon these questions, keep that older version of yourself
in mind constantly. And every day, with
every small action you take in the direction of your personal truth and happiness, he or she will be there, encouraging
you. And he or she will be smiling.
(Source: greatist.com)

Fewer deaths and complications with female physicians?
By Lisa Rapaport

E

lderly hospital patients may be less likely to die
prematurely or be readmitted for serious complications when they’re treated by female physicians,
a U.S. study suggests.
With female doctors, patients had 4 percent lower
odds of dying within a month after being admitted to
the hospital and a 5 percent smaller chance of repeat
hospitalizations within the ﬁrst month after leaving the
hospital, the study found.
“The diﬀerence in mortality rates surprised us,” said
lead author Dr. Yusuke Tsugawa, a health policy researcher at Harvard University in Boston.
Previous studies have found diﬀerences in the way
men and women practice medicine, Tsugawa added by
email. For example, female physicians are more likely to
adhere to clinical guidelines and focus more on communication and forging relationships with patients.
“However, it was largely unknown whether such differences have a meaningful impact on patient outcomes,” Tsugawa said.
While the ﬁndings don’t necessarily mean patients
need to seek out female doctors, the results do suggest
there’s room for some physicians to rethink how they
communicate with patients and make treatment decisions, Tsugawa said.
To assess diﬀerences in outcomes for male and female doctors, researchers analyzed data on more than
one million adults 65 and older insured by Medicare who
altogether were hospitalized more than 1.5 million times
between 2011 and 2014. During those hospital stays, they
were treated by general internists.
The research team analyzed 30-day mortality rates
- i.e., how many patients died within 30 days of being

admitted to the hospital - and 30-day readmission rates,
or how often patients returned to the hospital within 30
days of discharge.
During the study period, 58,344 internists treated
at least one hospitalized Medicare patient. Among this
group of doctors, 18,751, or 32 percent, were women.
After adjusting for patient and physician characteristics, there were small but clinically meaningful diﬀerences in mortality and readmission rates, researchers report
in JAMA Internal Medicine.

Researchers saw better outcomes
for mortality and readmissions
with female physicians across
a range of common conditions
treated in the hospital including
bloodstream infections,
pneumonia, congestive heart
failure, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, urinary
tract infections, kidney failure,
heart rhythm disorders and
gastrointestinal bleeding.

Patients treated by female physicians had 30-day
mortality rates of 11.07 percent, compared with 11.49
percent for male doctors, the study found.
With female doctors, patients had 30-day readmission rates of 15.02 percent, compared with 15.57 percent
for male physicians.
Researchers saw better outcomes for mortality and
readmissions with female physicians across a range of
common conditions treated in the hospital including
bloodstream infections, pneumonia, congestive heart
failure, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, urinary
tract infections, kidney failure, heart rhythm disorders
and gastrointestinal bleeding.
The study is observational and doesn’t explain why
there might be better outcomes with female doctors,
the researchers note. It’s possible that gender serves as
a marker of diﬀerences in practice patterns that might
inﬂuence outcomes, they say.
Still, the ﬁndings that female internists provide higher
quality care should push hospitals to do a better job of
promoting and paying women, who typically earn less
and have fewer opportunities for advancement than
their male peers in medicine, Dr. Anna Parks and Dr. Rita
Redberg of the University of California, San Francisco,
argue in an accompanying editorial.
“Some have suggested that home responsibilities
might contribute to female physicians providing inferior care and thus justify these disparities,” Parks said by
email.
“The data from this paper should serve to highlight
these inequities – female physicians provide equivalent or
potentially better care compared to male colleagues yet
get promoted less often and have lower salaries than their
male colleagues,” Parks said. “We want to close that gap.”
(Source: Reuters Health)
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The “thinking” benefits of
doodling
By Srini Pillay

H

ave you ever found yourself listening to something really
boring, then wafting oﬀ into your own mind, your hand
scribbling random things on a piece of paper in front of
you? Whether it’s a conference call or a tedious lecture, being
all ears can be a challenge when your hands want to be a part
of the moment. Nobody is immune to this either. Even American presidents have found themselves sketching away: 26 of 44
American Presidents doodled, from Theodore Roosevelt, who
doodled animals and children, to Ronald Reagan, who doodled
cowboys and football players, and John F. Kennedy, who doodled dominoes. Traditionally, we have thought of these doodles
as a sign of distraction — an indication that your mind was not
where it was supposed to be. Yet, recent research has shown that
doodling is not an enemy of attention; it may in fact be a friend.

Doodling and memory
In 2009, psychologist Jackie Andrade asked 40 people to
monitor a 2-½ minute dull and rambling voice mail message.
Half of the group doodled while they did this (they shaded in
a shape), and the other half did not. They were not aware that
their memories would be tested after the call. Surprisingly, when
both groups were asked to recall details from the call, those that
doodled were better at paying attention to the message and
recalling the details. They recalled 29% more information!
While there are no deﬁnitive reasons for why this occurred,
we are learning more about how this can happen. When you’re
bored, your ﬁght-or-ﬂight sys“Doodles can
tem will do all that it can to rally
and stay alert. Doodling (a form
reveal what is
of ﬁdgeting) may be a last-ditch
going on in the
attempt at staying awake and
unconscious. In
attentive. Doodling keeps you
the same way that from falling asleep, or simply
EEG leads transmit staring blankly when your brain
has already turned oﬀ. The perbrain activity to
mission to “free-draw” keeps
a piece of paper;
your brain online just a little
while longer.
your hand also
In addition, paying continudoes the same.”
ous attention places a strain on
the brain, and doodling may be just the break your brain needs
to keep attending without losing total interest. A report on the
learning styles of medical students (who generally have to absorb large amounts of information) indicated that even they may
ﬁnd doodling helpful, as long as they limit the time they do it.
A simple 30-minute doodle helps them remember information,
ﬁlls in gaps in their thinking, and provides a much-needed reprieve from the loads of information they must wade through.
Doodling for stress relief and improved focus
Spontaneous drawings may also relieve psychological distress, making it easier to attend to things. We like to make
sense of our lives by making up coherent stories, but sometimes there are gaps that cannot be ﬁlled, no matter how
hard we try. Doodles ﬁll these gaps, possibly by activating
the brain’s “time travel machine,” allowing it to ﬁnd lost puzzle pieces of memories, bringing them to the present, and
making the picture of our lives more whole again. With this
greater sense of self and meaning, we may be able to feel
more relaxed and concentrate more.
Although doodles may look like a scribble, random words
that make no sense, or a partial face that suddenly becomes
something extraterrestrial, they are not quite as random as we
might think. Dr. Robert Burns, the former director of the Institute for Human Development at the University of Seattle, uses
doodles to diagnose the emotional problems of his patients.
He believes that doodles can reveal what is going on in the
unconscious. He asserts that, in the same way that EEG leads
transmit brain activity to a piece of paper, your hand also does
the same. Many other doodle researchers would agree.
It seems then that if you’re struggling to concentrate, ﬁnd
yourself stuck or feeling “incomplete,” a time-limited doodle
expedition could be just the thing you are looking for. It will
likely activate your brain’s “unfocus” circuits, give your “focus”
circuits a break, and allow you to more creatively and tirelessly solve a problem at hand. (Source: health.harvard.edu)
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The next wave of IT:
Where do we go from here?

10 hot titles of IT world
By Alireza Khorasani
Here are high rated IT titles in the world that reviewed
by savvy tech users:

1

Germany will ﬁne facebook because of Fake news!
As reported by Der Spiegel, Thomas Oppermann — chairman of the German Social Democratic Party
— proposed a stringent law meant to hold companies like
Facebook responsible when fake news makes the rounds.
If a fake news item pops up and Facebook can't address
it within 24 hours, it would be subject to a €500,000 (or
$522,575) for each post left untouched.

2

Next ﬂagship of samsung - Galaxy S8 - will power
by LG battery.
Samsung Electronics Co Ltd is in talks with LG Chem
Ltd to make it one of its smartphone battery suppliers, the
Chosun Ilbo newspaper said - a move that would diversify
its supplier base after the failure of its Galaxy Note 7.

3

The Golden Globes red carpet pre-show will be
live-streamed on Twitter
The social network will not carry the actual presentation.

4

Users with Sony speakers or Android TV sets can
start taking advantage of Google Home's voice
commands to control music and video streaming without the
need for a complicated smart home setup.

5

Super Mario Run Game on iOS beats Pokémon Go
record — 4 days to 25 million downloads.
In July, it took Pokémon Go 11 days to reach that same
milestone following its launch. This demonstrates the power that Nintendo’s brands can have in the $36.6 billion mobile gaming market.

6

Facebook added video conversation into its Messenger app this fall to encourage users to treat the
app as their default communication method, not only locally
but internationally. More than 245 million people are making one-on-one video chats every month on the service.

7

The social site Pinterest reports that it increased the
number of women in its workforce to 26 percent in
2016, but it only increased the ratio of engineers to 22 percent -- far short of the 30 percent it wanted.
It's now aiming for 25 percent in 2017. While the team
still wants to get to 30 percent, it says it's "likely going to
take more than 12 months" to reach that goal.

8

Google released Project Wycheproof, a set of security tests that check cryptographic software libraries for known weaknesses being used in attacks. The project,
named after Mount Wycheproof, the smallest mountain in
the world, is available for free on GitHub.

9

Researchers at a Swiss tech university have come
up with a bio-inspired device that mimics a bird’s
movements during ﬂight to make their drones easier to
maneuver and more resistant in high winds. One more step,
and here come robo-birds!
“We were inspired by birds: they can radically transform
the size and shape of their wings because they have an
articulated skeleton that is controlled by muscles and covered in feathers that overlap when the wings are folded,”
explained Matteo di Luca, one of the researchers behind
the invention.

10

Clash of Clans receives major Christmas update.
A new Jungle Arena has been added, which
will unlock on January 13, 2017. Four new cards are now
available to Clash and Clans players, but keep in mind that
each card will be released every two weeks.

New York City now lets you
pay for parking with your
phone
New York City is making good on its promise to have smarter parking meters before 2016 is over. As of December 19th,
the ﬁrst ParkNYC-capable Muni-Meters are live in midtown
Manhattan -- you can now pay for parking through a smartphone app (or the web, or a call) instead of ﬁshing for cards
and coins. While you'll need to load a virtual wallet, you can
extend your parking if you're in danger of running out. The
days of racing to the meter to top it up will soon be over,
then, but so are the days of pleading with traﬃc oﬃcers when
you're a little too late.

NYPD oﬃcers will check the status of your parking by using handheld devices that check license plates.
The meters will still take conventional payments, and the
eventual goal is to upgrade all 85,000 Muni-Meter spots
by the end of summer 2017. It's too soon to say how well
ParkNYC will work in practice, as urban tech can occasionally
go wrong ( just ask NYC about the changes it made to its
gigabit internet kiosks). If it does work as promised, though,
it should make driving the city's chaotic streets a little less
stressful.
(Source: pix11)
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By Simon Bisson

O

ne recurring theme in the conversations I've been having over the
last few months is the idea of "digital transformation".
Yes, it's a buzzword, but it's an interesting one as it encapsulates a lot of diﬀerent
ideas.
As I hear diﬀerent explanations from different companies, I've started to come to
think of it as a piece of useful shorthand.
Under the various deﬁnitions is a consistent theme, where it's as much about getting people to think about the current shift
in the underpinnings of modern IT as it is
about thinking about the business impact
of these changes.
Having some form of shorthand is important, as there's a lot happening, and it makes
sense to wrap things up in a way that's easier
to understand. So what is this shift?
Like most of the changes in IT over the
last four decades or so, it's a combination
of things, building on previous generations of technology and taking advantage
of the world we've already built.
The ﬁrst wave of change was the arrival
of the mainframe, and the beginning of
the ability to automate business process
and services.
It was followed by the PC and the inter-oﬃce network, giving us the tools we
needed to build client-server applications
that let us split applications into user interfaces, business logic, and data. That too
moved us into a world where the arrival
of a global network and the web browser
gave birth to today's mobile computing
world, where we dip into compute where
ever we are, taking advantage of distributed n-tier architectures.
If you look at today's IT landscape you
can quickly see where we've come from, but
now it's also possible to see where we're going, and the trajectories that various parts
of the industry are taking to get there.
Those trajectories are best shown in
things I've written for the last few years:
microservices, APIs, cloud architectures, containers, the internet of things,
cross-platform mobile development,
serverless computing, and the rise of lowcode development techniques. Above all,
though, there's one thread that ties this

wave of change together: the cloud as a
way of thinking about infrastructure.
Over 70 years ago, back in 1943, IBM's
then-president Thomas J. Watson is said to
have told an audience that there was "a
world market for maybe ﬁve computers".
While there's no evidence for him having
actually ever said it, it's still held as one of
the worst predictions of the future.
After all, aren't there computers everywhere now?
Whoever said it, they were in a world
where computers were immense devices,
powered by vacuum tubes and designed
to solve the very largest pf problems.
From that point of view, today's ubiquitous
computers are just extensions of a new
planetary computer, one we're building
that's based around hyperscale clouds in
data centres all over the world.
And if we look at the world through
that new lens there are only ﬁve computers that really matter: Amazon's AWS,
Google's Cloud, Microsoft's Azure, Facebook, and (probably) Baidu.
Everything else is, or very soon will be,
just an extension or a reﬂection of those
hyperscale systems into our pockets, onto
our desks, and into our own private clouds.
That's where things get very interesting,
as it's a place where the ways we've built
software in the past start breaking down.
The tightly coupled, procedural, synchronous computing models we've been using
for decades don't just stop working, where
they do still work, they become ineﬃcient.

They're also associated with a new set
of endpoints, not just the familiar PCs and
smartphones, but also wearable devices,
wall screens, and a whole host of IoT hardware, from devices like Amazon's Echo to
Apple's Watch, and to the screens in your
car.
One aspect of this shift is that it no longer
matters where an application is running.
Thanks to virtualised userlands via containers the same code can run on a phone, on
a PC, on a cloud server - and now it can
also run in the network, thanks to container
support in the latest core routers and switches. We've virtualized not just compute and
storage, virtualized networks are at the heart
of our modern clouds. User interfaces can
take advantage of ﬂexible web technologies,
bringing responsive design across all our
platforms.
Much of what we think of as the cloud
is only a stepping stone to this future. Yes,
Infrastructure as a Service is an important
tool for extracting our applications from our
data centers, but it's still just the n-tier model
we've used for the last ﬁfteen years or so.
You can look at announcements from
many of the major software vendors and
cloud providers as indicators of where
we're going to be in; along with their various hires. So it's not surprising to see both
Amazon and Microsoft investing in datacenter-scale operating systems, and using
them as a tool to move developers from
working with virtual infrastructures to orchestrated collections of containers along-

side serverless compute instances.
It's an approach that makes a lot of
sense; it means that cloud data centres
run at utilisations that were unimaginable
a few years ago, wasting as little power
as possible. You only have to look at the
ﬁfth-generation systems that are being
built today. Where in the past we would
have built clusters at a machine or perhaps
a rack level, these are being designed at a
data centre level.
Put it all together and you're looking
at a computing world that hides the computers. Yes, we'll have massive amounts of
computational power in our pockets, and
on our desks, but they'll only be a fraction
of the available power. Instead we'll hand
things over to ephemeral serverless compute running on those ﬁve huge global
clouds, using the old IT dream of only the
compute and storage we need, and only
when we need it.
That's why the idea of digital transformation is so pervasive; we're in the process
of restructuring the infrastructure on which
we've been building our applications and
our businesses, and that means that we're
going to have to change the way we build
code in order to take advantage of the
new capabilities we're being given. Businesses will need to rethink how they use
technology in order to take advantage of
them, and users will expect to see beneﬁts
from these changes.
Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella began
his tenure by talking about "ubiquitous
computing and ambient intelligence", a
complex concept that wraps much of this
model into ﬁve words.
Computing everywhere and in
everything requires a very diﬀerent way of
thinking, and one that needs to accept the
assistance of the machine learning technologies we're building in the hyperscale
cloud. That also means thinking in new
ways about how we can use these technologies in our businesses.
It's a big step from a traditional application architecture to one that can be
used to deliver the beneﬁts of a digital
transformation. But it's a step we need to
take, if only because our users are already
starting to live in that world. Now we need
to deliver the future they're expecting.
(Source: zdnet)

Samsung's new 15-inch laptop weighs little more than a MacBook
Samsung's Notebook 9 really pushed the envelope on
size while still oﬀering solid performance in a no-nonsense package. Today, the company is updating those
extremely light laptops: a new pair of Notebook 9 computers has just been announced, and they are even
lighter than those that came before. The 13-inch weighs
only 1.8 pounds, while the 15-inch version comes in at a
ridiculously light 2.17 pounds. That 15-inch weight in particularly is noteworthy, because the earlier version came
in at a still-light 2.9 pounds. To put things in perspective,
Apple's 12-inch MacBook weights 2 pounds even -- the
15-inch Notebook 9 is barely heavier than that.
The Notebook 9 doesn't skim on performance, either
-- the lineup oﬀers 7th generation Intel Core i5 or i7 processors and lets you put in up to 16GB of RAM. Naturally, the storage is solid-state, with drive options "up to"
256GB, and the screen resolution comes in at 1080p on
the dot. But Samsung had to cut corners somewhere to
get this much computer in such a small package, and it
looks like battery life is what'll take the hit. Samsung says

these machines are rated for seven hours. Fortunately,
USB-C power provides a full charge in 80 minutes.
From a design standpoint, the new computer looks
a bit diﬀerent than the original. It has a bit more of a
distinctive ﬂavor and looks less like a MacBook Air clone.
The whole machine is a lighter shade of silver and grey,

with keys to match (rather than the black key caps that
marked the previous model). And Samsung added in a
ﬁngerprint scanner here -- so if you liked the TouchID
scanner in the new MacBook Pro but hated everything
else, the Notebook 9 might work for you.
Unfortunately, Samsung didn't say how much the
new Notebook 9 models cost (or when they'll be available). Last year's model 15-inch model started at $1,200;
hopefully these new ones will be in that same ballpark.
We'll have to really get our hands on these and try them
out before we can pass judgement, but Samsung had a
good thing going with the last model. It looks like the
company kept what worked with the ﬁrst Notebook
9 while somehow reducing the weight of that 15-inch
model in a big way. There are also more conﬁgurations
available this time out -- so if you're looking for a light
but otherwise basic laptop (no touchscreen, no tricks
like a detachable screen), the new Notebook 9 could be
worth a look.
(Source: samsung)

BlackBerry creates a research
hub for self-driving cars

Nigerian man charged in hacking of
Los Angeles county emails

Just because BlackBerry is done making its own smartphones doesn't
mean it won't be a big name in
consumer tech. The company has
unveiled the BlackBerry QNX Autonomous Vehicle Innovation Center
(AVIC), a facility in QNX's Ottawa
home that will be key to building the
framework for self-driving cars. It's
not crafting the autonomy code, but
it will create the underlying platform.
One of its ﬁrst initiatives will have it
team up with Renesas, PolySync and
the University of Waterloo to build a
concept vehicle to test on Ontario
roads.
To put it mildly, the Canadian government is enthusiastic. While it's
not funding the research hub (QNX's
John Wall says there's a possibility
down the line), it sees BlackBerry's
work as key to making Canada a goto source for self-driving car software.
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau was a
key guest at the December 19th inauguration event, where he touted AVIC
as both a job creator and crucial to
making Canada a "global leader" in

A Nigerian national has been charged
in connection with a hack of Los Angeles County emails that might have
exposed personal data from more than
750,000 people who had business with
county departments, oﬃcials said.
Kelvin Onaghinor, 37, faces nine
counts, including unauthorized computer access and identity theft, according
to the oﬃce of the Los Angeles County
chief executive. He has not been arrested
and oﬃcials are not sure if he is on US
soil. Authorities are searching for more
suspects in the hack, which occurred in
May when a phishing email deceived 108
county employees into providing usernames and passwords.
Some employees, according to ofﬁcials, had “conﬁdential client/patient
information” in their email accounts
through their county responsibilities.
A forensic examination found that
about 756,000 individuals could have
been aﬀected through their contact
with several departments, the Daily
News reported on Saturday.
There was no evidence as of Friday that
any conﬁdential information was released

autonomous tech.
For BlackBerry, this is a chance
to shed its public image as a failed
smartphone giant and make a name
for itself in a ﬁeld where even big
players like GM and Tesla are just getting started. The problem: AVIC won't
be the only development center vying for attention. Apple also has a
self-driving software team in Ottawa, and poached at least some of
its employees from QNX -- including
former chief executive Dan Dodge.
BlackBerry will have to convince staﬀ
that it's worth sticking around, and
that its technology has a bright future
in spite of the competition.
(Source: )

because of the breach. But on Thursday
oﬃcials began notifying people that their
personal information was exposed and
might have been compromised.
That information may have included
ﬁrst and last names, dates of birth, social security numbers, driver’s license or
state identiﬁcation numbers, payment
card information, bank account information, home addresses, phone numbers,
and/or medical information, such as Medi-Cal or insurance carrier identiﬁcation
numbers, diagnosis, treatment history or
medical record numbers.
The day after the attack, county ofﬁcials said they had put in place strict
security measures.
(Source: guardian)
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Scientists blast antimatter atoms
with a laser for the first time
In a technological tour de force, scientists
have developed a new way to probe antimatter.
For the first time, researchers were able
to zap antimatter atoms with a laser, then
precisely measure the light let off by these
strange anti-atoms. By comparing the light
from anti-atoms with the light from regular
atoms, they hope to answer one of the big
mysteries of our universe: Why, in the early
universe, did antimatter lose out to regular
old matter?
“This represents a historic point in the
decades-long efforts to create antimatter
and compare its properties to those of
matter,” says Alan Kostelecky, a theoretical
physicist at Indiana University.
Antimatter sounds like something out of
science fiction. The “first time I heard about
antimatter was on Star Trek, when I was a
kid,” says Jeffrey Hangst, a physicist at Aarhus University in Denmark. “I was intrigued
by what it was and then kind of shocked to
learn that it was a real thing in physics.”
Antimatter study
He founded a research group called
ALPHA at CERN, Europe’s premier particle physics laboratory near Geneva that
is devoted to studying antimatter. That’s a
tricky thing to do because antimatter isn’t
like the regular matter you see around you
every day. At the subatomic level, antimatter is pretty much the complete opposite
— instead of having a negative charge,
for example, its electrons have a positive
charge. And whenever antimatter comes
into contact with regular matter, they both
disappear in a flash of light.
When antimatter touches regular matter, it annihilates in a flash of light. These
images show anti-hydrogen atoms annihilating as they come into contact with the
walls of the ALPHA experiment, which are

made of ordinary matter.
“What you hear about in science fiction
— that antimatter gets annihilated by normal matter — is 100 percent true,” Hangst
says, “and is the greatest challenge in my
everyday life.”
Magnetic fields
He and his colleagues have spent years

figuring out how to make the antimatter
version of simple hydrogen atoms. They
then trap and hold these anti-atoms in a
vacuum using strong magnetic fields.
In the journal Nature, his team reports
that they’ve now used the special laser to
probe this antimatter. So far, what they see
is that their anti-hydrogen atoms respond

When antimatter touches regular matter, it
annihilates in a flash of light. These images
show anti-hydrogen atoms annihilating as
they come into contact with the walls of
the ALPHA experiment, which are made of
ordinary matter.

to the laser in the same way that regular
hydrogen does.
That’s what the various theories out
there would predict — still, Hangst says,
it’s important to check. “We’re kind of really
overjoyed to finally be able to say we have
done this,” he says. “For us, it’s a really big
deal.”
Understanding the basic properties
of antimatter is an important step toward
understanding why we even exist. When
the universe began, scientists think, there
should have been equal amounts of antimatter and matter — which means they
should have destroyed each other completely.
(Source: npr.org)

ExoMars prepares to dip into the Mars atmosphere to reach its final orbit
After the smooth arrival of ESA’s latest Mars orbiter,
mission controllers are now preparing it for the ultimate challenge: dipping into the Red Planet’s atmosphere to reach its final orbit.
The ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter is on a multiyear
mission to understand the tiny amounts of methane
and other gases in Mars’ atmosphere that could be
evidence for possible biological or geological activity.
Following its long journey from Earth, the orbiter
fired its main engine on 19 October to brake sufficiently for capture by the planet’s gravity.
It entered a highly elliptical orbit where its altitude
varies between about 250 km and 98 000 km, with
each circuit taking about four Earth days.
Near-circular orbit
Ultimately, however, the science goals and its role
as a data relay for surface rovers mean the craft must
lower itself into a near-circular orbit at just 400 km
altitude, with each orbit taking about two hours.
Mission controllers will use ‘aerobraking’ to
achieve this, commanding the craft to skim the wispy
top of the atmosphere for the faint drag to steadily
pull it down.
The “amount of drag is very tiny,” says spacecraft

operations manager Peter Schmitz, “but after about
13 months this will be enough to reach the planned
400 km altitude while firing the engine only a few
times, saving on fuel.”
During aerobraking, the team at ESA’s mission
control in Darmstadt, Germany, must carefully monitor the craft during each orbit to ensure it is not
exposed to too much friction heating or pressure.
The drag is expected to vary from orbit to orbit
because of the changing atmospheric, dust storms
and solar activity. This means ESA’s flight dynamics
teams will have to measure the orbit repeatedly to

Newly discovered ‘Jimi Hendrix’ plant
imperiled by development
In Punta Colonet, a small region in Baja
California, Mexico, a rare succulent
blooms in the name of Jimi Hendrix.
Biologist Mark Dodero was supposedly listening to Hendrix when
he chanced upon an unusual pinkish
succulent, which had apparently never
been described to science. The plant,
the thin stalk of which grows to be
about 1 foot high, is a summer deciduous. In other words, it “dies” every
summer before regrowing in the fall.
When it came time to name the
succulent, researchers chose Dudleya
hendrixii – “Hendrix’s live forever.” Researchers first described the species
in an October issue of the journal
Madroño.
Scientists, like most of us, consume
pop culture. That’s why species like D.
hendrixii are so common – nomenclature is just another way of honoring
beloved artists and actors. The name
Gnathia marleyi, bestowed on a species of Caribbean crustacean, was inspired by the late Bob Marley. A slew
of other celebrities, from Beyoncé to
Bill Gates, were namesakes for newly
discovered species. And don’t forget
Spongiforma squarepantsii, a fungus
first discovered in 2011.
Upward-facing petals
Celebrity species began with Carl
Linnaeus, who invented modern taxonomy in the 1750s. According to
legend, the Swedish botanist named
dayflowers Commelinaceae after the
Commelyn family. He chose the name
because of its two upward-facing pet-

als and one small, pale petal below – a
fitting match since, at the time, two of
the Commelyn brothers found great
success in science, while the third
amounted to little.
Like politics, conservation is a game
of public appeal. It takes a lot of money
to keep threatened species kicking, so
environmental activists tend to focus
on the most marketable ones.
In 2008, a study published in the
journal Biodiversity and Conservation
showed that the covers of US nature
and conservation magazines mostly
featured large-bodied mammals and
birds over reptiles, amphibians, and
invertebrates.
A newly discovered ground beetle,
for example, is unlikely to generate the
same response. But what if you named
it something like Agra schwarzeneggeri? By evoking movie stars and musicians, researchers can draw attention
to the plight of these animals – and
maybe secure some good press for
themselves while they’re at it.
And that may be good news for D.
hendrixii. This humble succulent’s entire known habitat is contained within a two-acre plot, continually edged
by traffic and development. In other
words, it can use all the help it can get.
«It›s the Mexican equivalent of an
endangered species, although they
don›t use the same criteria we do in
the United States,» co-author Michael
Simpson, a plant biologist at San Diego State University, said in a statement.
(Source: The CSM)

ensure it does not drop too low, too quickly.
The aerobraking campaign is set to begin on 15
March, when Mars will be just over 300 million km
from Earth, and will run until early 2018.
Angle of the orbit
First, on 19 January, they will adjust the angle of
the orbit with respect to the Mars equator to 74º
so that science observations can cover most of the
planet.
Next, to get into an orbit from where to start aerobraking, the high point will be reduced on 3 and 9
February, leaving the craft in a 200 x 33 475 km orbit
that it completes every 24 hours.
ESA mission controllers have some previous experience with aerobraking using Venus Express, although that was done at the end of the mission as a
demonstration. NASA also used aerobraking to take
the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter and other spacecraft into low orbits at Mars.
Flight dynamics experts at ESA’s ESOC operations
center work on every ESA mission, from those in very
low orbits, like Swarm and CryoSat, to those exploring our Solar System, like Rosetta and ExoMars.
(Source: phys.org)

Researchers: Better understanding of
deadly infection in boas and pythons
Inclusion body disease is a serious, chronic
viral infection of snakes and can be devastating in captive reptile populations. Now,
a newly published study in The Veterinary
Journal sheds light on the disease, and
may help veterinary care teams better
protect the health of their populations
of large snakes. The study was funded in
part by a grant from Morris Animal Foundation.
Found in both boa constrictor and
python species, inclusion body disease
(IBD) signs may include periodic or chronic regurgitation, head tremors, abnormal
shedding, anorexia, clogged nostrils, and
pneumonia. The disease can rapidly progress to nervous system signs, such as
disorientation, corkscrewing of the head
and neck, holding the head in abnormal
and unnatural positions, rolling onto the
back or stargazing.
Current strategies for IBD control include identification and isolation of affected snakes, but making a definitive
diagnosis of IBD in a living animal can be
challenging.
Infected snakes may continue to feed
and otherwise behave normally, and may
infect other snakes prior to developing
clinical signs of illness and chronic disease.
The prevalence of sub-clinical, infectious
IBD disease in snakes prior to this study
was not well understood.
«In addition to developing diagnostic
tests for IBD, a major finding in this study
is the subclinical nature of IBD,» said Dr. Elliott Jacobson, one of the papers› authors
and faculty member at the College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Florida.

«Many apparently healthy boa constrictors have not only the reptarenavirus,
that is considered the causative agent, but
also have subclinical IBD.»
Population rising
Researchers at the University of Florida, in collaboration with Colorado State
University and University of California, San
Francisco, sought to understand disease
prevalence in captive snake populations
using both routine and specialized immunohistochemical cell-staining techniques.
The research team tested 131 snakes
and determined that 19 percent of their
study population had inclusion body disease. In snakes positive for IBD, 87 percent
were clinically healthy.
Blood samples from a subset of these
snakes also were tested using polymerase chain reaction. Routine and special
staining techniques showed there was
good agreement between the presence
of reptarenavirus in the blood cells, and
being IBD-positive.
For managers of large reptile collections, knowing that infected snakes can
be asymptomatic is important for the care
and welfare of the entire collection. IBD is
an incurable disease and can cause significant illness in infected animals.
Understanding the prevalence rates, as
well as having a reliable diagnostic test, is
critical for the preservation, management
and welfare of these animals. The results
of this study can inform management
strategies of snake collections to reduce
IBD, and help veterinary teams maintain
the health of animals in their care.
(Source: EurekAlert)
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Polar bears’ path to decline
runs through Alaskan village
Come fall, polar bears are everywhere around this Arctic village,
dozing on sand spits, roughhousing in the shallows, padding
down the beach with cubs in tow and attracting hundreds of
tourists who travel long distances to see them.
At night, the bears steal into town, making it dangerous to
walk outside without a firearm or bear spray. They leave only
reluctantly, chased off by the polar bear patrol with firecracker
shells and spotlights.
On the surface, these bears might not seem like members of
a species facing possible extinction.
Scientists have counted up to 80 at a time in or near Kaktovik;
many look healthy and plump, especially in the early fall, when
their presence overlaps with the Inupiat village’s whaling season.
But the bears that come here are climate refugees, on land
because the sea ice they rely on for hunting seals is receding.
The Arctic is warming twice as fast as the rest of the planet,
and the ice cover is retreating at a pace that even the climate
scientists who predicted the decline find startling.
Much of 2016 was warmer than normal, and the freeze-up
came late. In November, the extent of Arctic sea ice was lower
than ever recorded for that month. Though the average rate of
ice growth was faster than normal for the month, over five days
in mid-November the ice cover lost more than 19,000 square
miles, a decline that the National Snow and Ice Data Center in
Colorado called “almost unprecedented” for that time of year.
In the southern Beaufort Sea, where Kaktovik’s 260 residents
occupy one square mile on the northeast corner of Barter Island, sea ice loss has been especially precipitous.
(Source: The NYT)

How lasers map the world for
self-driving cars
A single frame from a lidar point cloud doesn’t look like much,
just a small number of colored dots on a black background.
But taken over time, with a midrange lidar array shooting
700,000 laser pulses per second, you end up with a very precise 3D model of the immediate surroundings.
Automakers and equipment suppliers generally acknowledge that lidar, along with radar and cameras, is a key sensor
technology for developing self-driving cars.
Lidar, which stands for light detection and ranging, works
similarly to radar. A lidar array sends out one or more laser
pulses, and detects whatever object its lasers hit. That detection reveals a wealth of data, including the distance of the
object from the lidar array, its color and opacity. Lidar arrays
use multiple lasers shooting many times per second to gather
a huge amount of environmental information.
To understand the current state of lidar development, I
went to Velodyne’s offices in Morgan Hill, California. Velodyne has been developing and building lidar arrays for over
10 years, getting its start with the technology in DARPA’s
Grand Challenges of the last decade, which initiated modern
self-driving car research. If you’ve even seen those odd structures on top of one of Google’s self-driving cars, you’ve seen
a Velodyne lidar array.
Velodyne keeps a Ford Fusion handy for on-road testing.
As a demonstration, I took a drive in this car with a couple of
Velodyne engineers. On top of the car sat one of the company’s HDL-32E lidar arrays, connected to a laptop in the car.
(Source: CNET)

El Niño on a warming planet
may have sparked the Zika
epidemic, scientists report
In a world characterized by rising temperatures, deforestation
and other human influences on the environment, the spread
of infectious disease is a hot topic. Many recent studies suggest that environmental changes can affect the transmission
of everything from malaria to the Zika virus — and it’s increasingly important to understand these links, scientists say.

This week, a new study has provided new evidence that
environmental changes can increase the threat of disease.
It concludes that unusually warm temperatures caused by
2015’s severe El Niño event — probably compounded by
ongoing climate change — may have aided in the rapid
spread of the Zika virus in South America that year. And while
there are many complex factors at play in the spread of mosquito-borne diseases, the study may help scientists better
prepare for the kinds of future effects we might see in our
warming world.
“The start of the mission was simple — trying to address
where the risk will be, where is it going to move next, where
could Zika happen on the planet on a global scale,” said Cyril Caminade, a research fellow at the University of Liverpool
and the new study’s lead author. To that end, the authors designed a study that would help them determine how climatic
changes have impacted the mosquito-borne transmission of
Zika.
There are two main species of mosquito known to carry
the Zika virus — Aedes aegypti, or the yellow fever mosquito, which is widespread in the tropics; and Aedes albopictus,
or the Asian tiger mosquito, which lives in both tropical and
temperate regions of the world.
(Source: The Washington Post)
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Human solidarity builds
lives of dignity for all:
UN Chief
United Nations Secretar y-General Ban Ki-moon
in his message on International Human Solidarity
Day, 20 December 2016, emphasized on the role of
human solidarity in building lives of dignity for all
on a healthy planet.
The full text of his message reads:
The world has achieved significant progress in human
development over the
past two decades. The
global poverty rate fell by
more than half. People
are living longer and
healthier lives, and are
better educated.
Despite these and
other advances, prosperity has not been shared
by all. Inequalities, extreme poverty, unemployment, social exclusion and environmental
degradation continue to
be prominent features
of societies around the
world. Discrimination and prejudice remain major barriers to building inclusive societies. Many vulnerable social
groups find their situation worsening. The impacts of climate change will fall most heavily on those who did least
to cause the problem.
Solidarity is essential to address these gaps in
sustainable development.
Leaving no one behind, promoting prosperity and
ensuring inclusiveness and equality are core principles
of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development,
adopted by world leaders in September 2015, and
of the Paris Agreement on climate change adopted
in December of that same year. As nations strive to
uphold their promises and to meet the 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), mutual support will be
crucial. Global problems require collective solutions. At
a time of divisiveness on many key global issues, from
armed conflict to forced migration, people need to turn
toward each other in common cause, not away from
each other in fear.
On International Human Solidarity Day, let us
emphasize the role of human solidarity in building lives of
dignity for all on a healthy planet. We must work together
to achieve the SDGs and secure the future we want.
(Source: UNIC)
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Iran’s progress in nanoscience highlighted
in Malaysian nanotechnology forum
development headquarters has been
making policies, assessing achievements
in field of nanotechnologies, raising
public awareness about nanaoscience,
improving quality of life and creating
lucrative markets.
Moreover, since 2008 some 558,000
students have been trained in this field
in nanotechnology clubs and there are
currently 66 labs for such students which will
almost grow 6 folds in four years, he added.
For the time being, 65 universities are
offering master’s degree programs and
23 are offering PhD degrees programs in
Iran, Beitollahi said, adding, there are some
30,000 experts active in this field in Iran.
There are currently 112 companies
active in this sector in the country by
manufacturing
healthcare
products,
agricultural equipment, textiles, etc., he said.

S O C I E T Y TEHRAN — Iran has
d e s k managed to secure the

6th place worldwide in nanotechnology
by submitting 3,792 articles during the
first half of the current year, said an
official with the national nanotechnology
development headquarters on Tuesday.
Ali Beitollahi made the remarks in
a five-day forum on nanoscience and
nanotechnology development which
opened on Monday in Malaysia’s
University Putra Malaysia.
Last year, Iran succeeded in achieving
the 7th place after China, the U.S., India,
South Korea, Germany, and Japan by
submitting 6,690 articles, accounting for
4.72 percent of the total articles from
across the world, Beitollahi explained.
He went on to say that since
2005 the national nanotechnology

A nanotechnology exhibition held last October in Tehran.

China limits cars and closes factories in smog red alert
handle an expected surge in cases of pollutionrelated illnesses.
China’s long-standing air pollution is blamed on its
reliance on coal and emissions from older cars.
“If you track back to the first day of this episode,
you see that the smog [in Beijing] is moving slowly
from the south to the urban area and then to the
north,” said Dong Liansai, a climate campaigner with
Greenpeace in Beijing. Dong said emissions from
factories in nearby provinces were the main cause of
the smog choking the capital.
The smog had earlier grounded flights in some
cities and caused roads to be closed. On Sunday, news
websites said the number of children being taken to
Beijing hospitals with breathing trouble had soared.
(Source: The Guardian)

Hundreds of Beijing companies forced to stop
production and hospitals prepare for surge in
pollution-related illnesses
The number of cars on roads was limited and
factories were temporarily shut in some northern
Chinese cities on Monday to reduce pollution during a
national smog red alert.
More than 700 companies stopped production in
Beijing and traffic police were restricting drivers by
monitoring number plates, state media reported. In
choking conditions, dozens of cities closed schools
and took other emergency measures after the alert
was issued for much of northern China.
Authorities in Hebei province ordered coal
and cement plants to shut down or cut output.
Elsewhere, hospitals prepared teams of doctors to

Snake in Christmas tree: Australian woman finds deadly reptile amid tinsel
It’s no partridge in a pear tree but a
Melbourne woman got a seasonal surprise when she found a tiger snake entwined among the tinsel on her Christmas tree.
The Frankston woman discovered the

snake in her tree on Sunday morning and
called in professional snake catcher Barry
Goldsmith.
“It’s one of the more different ones,
but we find them in all sorts of places,”
Goldsmith said. “Tiger snakes are very

good climbers.”
Goldsmith, who runs Snake Catcher
Victoria, said the woman did the right
thing by taking a photo of the snake then
closing off the room until a professional
arrived.

With the warmer weather, snakes are
more active, but people should leave
them alone and not try to kill them, Goldsmith said. “It’s dangerous, it’s illegal, and
it’s cruel.”
(Source: Scottish Daily Record)

The Effect of Word Knowledge on
Reading Comprehension Ability

Vocabulary knowledge of words, as the building blocks
of language, has a more essential role in comparison
with the other two ingredients of language, that is
to say, sound and grammar. Evidence shows that
comprehension involves decoding, fluency, vocabulary
knowledge, and the knowledge of the ways texts are
organized. Actually, without knowing the meaning of
words it would approximately be impossible to either
perceive or produce the language. Although the learners
may successfully decode and read fluently, knowing
the textual meaning of words is critical to reading
comprehension ability (Mehrpour, et al, 2011).
Celce-Murcia and Larsen Freeman (1999) define
vocabulary as a mental inventory of words and a
productive word derivational process. They also
state that vocabulary does not only comprise of single
words but also of word compounds and multi-word
phrases (Celce- Murcia andLarsen Freeman, 1999).
According to Celce-Murcia and Larsen Freeman (1999)
vocabulary units function at three levels: the level of the
individual word, word compounds and co-occurrences
and conventional multi-word phrases. Nations and
Waring (2000, as cited in Adger, 2002) on the other
hand, classify vocabulary into three categories: high
frequency words, general academic words and technical
or specialized words.
Current models of reading in the English for Academic
Purposes (EAP) and English as The Second English (ESL)
classroom consider vocabulary knowledge an important
source of variation in reading comprehension, because it
affects higher level of language processes such as grammatical
processing, construction of schemata and text models (Adams
and Collins, 1977 as cited in Zimmerman, 2007). When
students have a higher academic vocabulary development,
they can tolerate a small proportion of unknown words in a
text without disruption of comprehension and can even infer
the meaning of those words from rich contexts.

Some researchers advocate that vocabulary is the most
crucial factor in reading comprehension. Cooper (1984)
described vocabulary as being the key component to
successful reading while other researchers argue that
“no text comprehension is possible, either in one’s
native language or in a foreign language, without
understanding the text vocabulary” (Laufer 1997, p.
20; As cited in Maher Salah, 2008). They maintain
that when the percentage of unknown vocabulary in a
given text increases, the possibility of comprehending
the text decreases (Laufer, 1989; Maher Salah, 2008;
Nation, 2001).
Laufer (1989) claims that a reader whose vocabulary is
insufficient to cover at least 95% of the words in a passage
will not be guaranteed comprehension. Readers themselves
consider vocabulary knowledge to be the main obstacle to
second language reading comprehension.
Yorio (1971) surveyed second language students, who
stated that vocabulary was their most important problem
in reading comprehension.
Knowledge of words is now considered the most important
factor in language proficiency and school success, partly
owing to its close relation with text comprehension
(Bernhardt, 2005; Wang, 2009).
There is a unanimous agreement among second language
researchers that vocabulary knowledge is an important
component in reading comprehension. As noted, many
studies of English as a foreign language have suggested
that L2 readers must understand 95% of the words
in any text to ensure reasonable guaranteed reading
comprehension of the text (Laufer, 1989; Maher Salah,
2008). Other researchers have suggested that L2 learner
need 98% of word coverage to read un-simplified texts for
pleasure (Maher Salah, 2008; Nation, 2001).
Second language (L2) research has highlighted the
importance of vocabulary knowledge. Carlisle, Beeman,
Davis, and Spharim (1999) recommended that L2
vocabulary knowledge made a unique contribution to L2
reading comprehension ability.
Hence, the present study attempts to examine the effect
of word knowledge on reading comprehension ability of
Iranian EFL Students in English Undergraduate Studies of
Islamic Azad University of Sari.
(Nadia Rostamian)

Tehran Times/ Seyed Rouhollah Musavi

Vocabulary knowledge and its function in reading
comprehension ability has been one of the prime fields
of concentration in both second and foreign languages
(l2&EFL) research. Vocabulary knowledge and reading
comprehension are closely interrelated and this relationship
is not unilateral but bi -directional, since vocabulary
knowledge can aid the learner to comprehend written texts
and reading can contribute to vocabulary increase. (Maher
Salah, 2008; Nation, 2001; Stahl, 1990).

A 350-bed hospital built by philanthropists, was inaugurated on Monday with Health Minister Hassan
Qazizadeh-Hashemi and a group of officials in attendance.
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Russia investigators seek answers
over Turkey envoy murder
A team of Russian investigators arrived
in Ankara on Tuesday to uncover how
an oﬀ-duty policeman assassinated
Moscow’s ambassador in an art gallery,
as Turkey made its ﬁrst arrests over the
murder.
Veteran diplomat Andrei Karlov was
shot four times in the back by Turkish
policeman Mevlut Mert Altintas, 22, in a
brazen attack as he opened an exhibition
of Russian photography on Monday.
The killing stunned Ankara and Moscow, which have rowed repeatedly over
the Syria conﬂict but in recent weeks have
begun cooperating closely on the evacuations from war-wrecked Aleppo.
An unprecedented three-way meeting on Syria between the foreign ministers of Iran, Russia and Turkey in Moscow
was going ahead Tuesday despite the
assassination.
Adding to the jitters in a country already on high alert after a string of deadly attacks, an individual also ﬁred outside
the US embassy in Ankara overnight in a
separate incident.
“We have to know who directed the
hand of the killer,” Russian President
Vladimir Putin declared, and agreed with
Turkish opposite number Recep Tayyip
Erdogan in an unprecedented move to
send a Russian investigative team to the
scene.
Welcoming Turkish counterpart Mevlut Cavusoglu at the start of the Syria
talks in Moscow, Russian Foreign Minister
Sergei Lavrov conﬁrmed the team had
arrived in Ankara.
“This tragedy forces all of us to ﬁght
more decisively against terrorism,” Lavrov
told Cavusoglu.
Dramatic images showed Karlov
stumble and then crash to the ground on
his back as Altintas brandished his gun at
terriﬁed onlookers who cowered behind
cocktail tables at the Ankara gallery.
The gunman shouted “Allahu Akbar”
(God is the greatest) and said all those re-

sponsible for what has happened in Syria
and Aleppo would be held accountable.
Altintas had set oﬀ the metal detector
security check when he entered the exhibition in central Ankara as he was carrying a gun, the pro-government Sabah
daily said.
But after showing his police ID, he was
waved through.
The Hurriyet daily said Altintas, who
had worked for Ankara’s anti-riot police
for the last two-and-a-half years, had
stayed at a nearby hotel to prepare for
the attack, shaving and putting on a
smart suit.
He was killed by police after a 15-minute standoﬀ.
Altintas was born in the town of Soke
in the Aegean region of western Turkey
and attended a special school for training
future policemen.
Six people have been detained over
the attack, including the sister, mother, father and uncle of Altintas, Turkish media
said.
Ankara mayor Melih Gokcek, known
for his outspoken comments, speculat-

ed on Twitter that the gunman may be
linked to the group of exiled Turkish cleric Fethullah Gulen, blamed for the July
coup aimed at toppling Erdogan.
His suggestion was repeated in the
pro-government press, which claimed
what Ankara terms the Fethullah Terror
Organisation (FETO) was behind the assassination.
“An attack on friendship by treacherous FETO,” said Sabah. “A bullet from
FETO,” added the Star daily.
Gulen, who denies having any link to
the failed coup, issued a statement condemning “in the strongest terms this heinous act of terror”.
Hours after the assassination, an individual ﬁred outside the main gate of the
United States embassy in Ankara.
The mission said in a statement that
no-one was hurt and the individual was
detained but the embassy and consulates in Istanbul and Adana were closed
for normal operations.
Karlov’s body was in an Ankara
morgue and would be ﬂown back to
Moscow after a ceremony at Ankara air-

port, Turkish media reports said.
Cavusoglu announced in Moscow that
the street where the embassy is located
would be named after the 62-year-old
envoy.
The killing came after days of protests in Turkey over Russia’s role in Syria,
although Moscow and Ankara are now
working closely together to evacuate citizens from the battered city of Aleppo.
Turkey and Russia stand on opposite sides of the conflict, with
Ankara backing rebels tr ying to
topple Moscow’s ally President
Bashar al-Assad.
But the rhetoric has warmed considerably since a reconciliation deal was
signed earlier this year and the tripartite
meeting Tuesday is just the latest in a series of contacts.
Despite Moscow’s outrage, commentators have suggested the murder will bring the two nations closer
as they stand side-by-side in a “war
on terror ”.
“This was a terrible tragedy, but interstate relations overall will not suﬀer from
this,” the head of Russia’s parliamentary
committee on foreign aﬀairs, Leonid Slutsky told Izvestia.
Karlov was a career diplomat who began his career under the USSR in 1976
and was notably Russia’s ambassador to
North Korea from 2001-2006. He served
in Turkey from 2013.
Turkey nabs six over killing of
Russia envoy
Meantime, Turkey has arrested six
people in connection with the assassination earlier of Russia’s ambassador to the
country.
On Tuesday, the state-run Anadolu
agency said the attacker’s mother, father,
sister and two other relatives were being
held in the western province of Aydin,
while his ﬂat mate in Ankara had also
been detained.
(Source: agencies)

Saudi Arabia admits bombing Yemen with cluster munitions
The House of Saud regime has admitted to the use of
banned cluster bombs during its relentless airstrikes on
Yemen.
“It has become apparent that there was limited use
by the coalition of the UK-manufactured BL755 cluster
munitions in Yemen,” said a spokesman for the Saudi
forces in Yemen, Ahmed al-Asiri, on Monday.
He went on to claim that the bombs were only used
against legitimate military targets and that the kingdom
was not part of the convention banning the use of such
munitions.
“Some states have undertaken a commitment to
refrain from using cluster munitions by becoming
party to the 2008 Convention on Cluster Munitions.
Neither Saudi Arabia nor its coalition partners are
state parties to the 2008 convention, and accordingly,
the coalition’s use of cluster munitions does not vio-

late the obligations of these states under international
law,” he said.
He noted that Riyadh has decided to stop the use of
cluster bombs and that it has informed the British government of its decision.
The Saudis’ announcement came af ter a
British Defense Ministr y inquir y showed that
Riyadh had used British-supplied cluster bombs
in Yemen.
In London, British Defense Minister Michael Fallon
conﬁrmed in parliament on Monday that the coalition
had dropped “a limited number” of British-supplied
cluster munitions in Yemen.
Britain, a signatory to the international convention
that prohibits use of the munitions, has been investigating whether the coalition dropped the BL-755 munitions
in Yemen following an Amnesty International report in

May.
Earlier this month, Yemen’s Prime Minister Abdulaziz
bin Habtoor accused Britain of committing war crimes.
The House of Saud regime began its military aggression against Yemen in late March, 2015 in a bid to restore
power to Saudi-backed former president Abd Rabbuh
Mansur Hadi.
The Saudi campaign has claimed the lives of
more than 11,400 people, according to figures
compiled by the Yemeni non-governmental monitoring group Legal Center for Rights and Development.
Multiple rights groups, including Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch, have on various occasions reported the use of illegal cluster bombs by the
kingdom in Yemen.
(Source: agencies)

UN Security Council backs sending observers to Aleppo
With Russia’s backing, the United Nations
Security Council on Monday voted to
quickly deploy UN observers to Aleppo
to monitor evacuations and report on
the fate of civilians who remain in the besieged Syrian city.
The council unanimously adopted
the French-drafted resolution that marks
the ﬁrst show of unity in months among
world powers grappling with the crisis in
Syria.
The resolution calls for UN oﬃcials and
others to be able to monitor evacuations
from eastern Aleppo and the safety of civilians who remain in the Syrian city.
The 15-member council resolution
“demands all parties to provide these
monitors with safe, immediate and unimpeded access”.
Russia had vetoed six similar resolu-

tions before this one.
Syria’s UN ambassador, Bashar Jaafari, decried the resolution. He said that
while Syria does not oppose UN Security
Council resolutions that respect international humanitarian law, the resolution
was “just another part of the continued
propaganda against Syria and its ﬁght
against terrorists”.
He added that “the last terrorists in
some districts of the eastern part of Aleppo are evacuating their strongholds and
Aleppo this evening will be clean”.
Dozens of buses carrying evacuees
including orphaned children from the last
rebel-held district of Aleppo travelled to
opposition-controlled areas outside the
city early on Monday, according to Turkish oﬃcials and a monitoring group.
Turkey said that about 20,000 people

have been evacuated from eastern Aleppo so far, as a fragile ceaseﬁre between
rebels and government forces was holding.
Turkish foreign minister Mevlut Cavusoglu said on Monday that the evacuees
from the besieged city were bused to an
area under opposition control, in an ongoing eﬀort to get people to safety.
Meanwhile, the so-called Syrian Observatory for Human Rights (SOHR) said
an estimated 500 people had been evacuated from two villages besieged by rebels in Idlib province on Monday as part
of the deal.
SOHR said 10 buses had left the majority Shia towns of Foua and Kefraya
carrying evacuees through rebel-held
territory towards Aleppo.
The evacuation process in Aleppo

got oﬀ to a shaky start last week, with
agreements collapsing and four people
reportedly killed by government-allied
forces as they attempted to leave eastern Aleppo.
In the latest disruption on Sunday,
gunmen attacked buses sent to take
people out of Foua and Kefraya and
torched them, killing a bus driver, the
Syrian Observatory said.
Aleppo had been divided between
government and rebel areas in the nearly six-year war, but a major advance by
the Syrian army and its allies began in
mid-November following months of intense air strikes.
The oﬀensive forced the opposition
ﬁghters out of most of their strongholds
within weeks.
(Source: agencies)

Saudi Arabia and UK-supplied cluster bombs: what do we know?
In December, the govern6
ment responded by sidestepping the
recommendation to launch its own
inquiry. “Responsibility for the maintenance of the delivered munitions has
always rested with the Royal Saudi air
force (RSAF), but contractor manpower
support for the handling and storage
of BL755 munitions was withdrawn at
the same time. UK personnel have not
loaded weapons of any type for Saudi-led coalition operational sorties in
Yemen,” it said.
In a letter dated 3 November to the
Liberal Democrat MP Tom Brake, the Foreign Oﬃce minister Tobias Ellwood may
have been preparing the ground for an acknowledgement that the Saudis used cluster munitions by saying it was not illegal.

“Responsibility for the maintenance of the delivered munitions has
always rested with the Royal Saudi air
force (RSAF), but contractor manpower
support for the handling and storage
of BL755 munitions was withdrawn at
the same time. UK personnel have not
loaded weapons of any type for Saudi-led coalition operational sorties in
Yemen,” it said.
In a letter dated 3 November to the
Liberal Democrat MP Tom Brake, the Foreign Oﬃce minister Tobias Ellwood may
have been preparing the ground for an
acknowledgement that the Saudis used
cluster munitions by saying it was not illegal.
“The UK maintains the view that cluster munitions are not prima facie illegal

and can be used in compliance with international law by states that are not party to the convention … provided that they
are used in a manner that is compatible
with international humanitarian law, including distinction, proportionality and
the obligation to take all feasible precautions,” he wrote.
The government’s bona ﬁdes in this
issue matter. It is facing a court case next
month brought by the Campaign Against
Arms trade, but not joined by other human rights groups, about the legality of
the UK’s broader policy on arms sales to
Saudi Arabia, in which cluster munitions
may form additional evidence. Case law
about the extent to which a state can be
responsible for aiding another in conﬂict,
where the assisted state has been un-

dertaking wrongful acts, is rapidly developing. The degree of knowledge of the
assisting state as to the actions of the
assisted state is highly germane in such
cases.
So the nature of the security relationship between the UK and the
kingdom, particularly the degree to
which Britain has influence over Riyadh’s conduct of the war in Yemen,
is also at stake.
The UK claims it is not involved in
Saudi targeting in Yemen, and merely
provides training, and post bombing
battle damage assessment. Unfortunately in this hall of mirrors, such assurances have just lost much of their
currency.
(Source: The Guardian)
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Three people hurt in shooting
at Zurich Islamic center
A man burst into a Muslim prayer hall in the Swiss city of
Zurich and started shooting, wounding at least three men.
A body found a few hundred meters from the scene was
that of the shooter who attacked an Islamic center, police
conﬁrmed on Tuesday.
At around 5:30pm on Monday (16:30 GMT), the unidentiﬁed attacker entered the Islamic center where several worshippers were gathered and began ﬁring, Zurich police said
in a statement.
He “ﬁred several shots at the worshippers,” police said.
“Three men, aged 30, 35 and 56, were injured, some seriously. The suspect then escaped from the mosque in the direction of Central Station,” it said.
Witnesses described the gunman as a man aged about 30
wearing dark clothes and a dark woolen cap, witnesses said.
Police have urged witnesses who were in the area around
the time of the shooting to come forward. The motive for the
shooting was still unclear.
About a dozen people were inside the prayer hall at the
time of the attack, the ATS news agency reported, citing a
number of people on site, adding a prayer service had been
scheduled for 4:45pm (15:45 GMT).
The worshippers were mainly from North Africa, Somalia
and Eritrea, ATS reported.
The body was discovered on the river bank, underneath
the bridge, and had been draped with a white sheet.
Zurich police said on Tuesday on Twitter that “we are
working on the assumption that the dead person who was
found is the culprit in the shooting at the Islamic Center in
Zurich”.
A number of Swiss mosques, including one near Zurich
and the main one in Geneva, have, in recent months, been
accused in the media of allowing or encouraging the “radicalization” of their worshippers, especially the younger members of their congregations.
Switzerland, a country of some eight million people, reportedly has some 450,000 Muslims.
(Source: Reuters)

Missing MH370:
Investigators looking in the
wrong place
International investigators hunting for missing Malaysia Airlines
Flight 370 have admitted after combing the Indian Ocean for
two years search crews were likely looking in the wrong place.
Tuesday’s conclusion raises the possibility the search for
the Boeing 777 could continue well beyond next month,
when crews are expected to ﬁnish their deep sea sonar hunt
of the current search zone west of Australia.
Australia’s transport minister, however, suggested that was
doubtful.
The latest analysis of the plane’s whereabouts comes in a
report from the Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB),
which is leading the search for the aircraft.
The report is the result of a November meeting of international and Australian experts who re-examined all the data
used to narrow down the search area for the plane, which
vanished during a ﬂight from Kuala Lumpur to Beijing on
March 8, 2014, with 239 people on board.
In the years since the plane disappeared, experts have analyzed a series of exchanges between the aircraft and a satellite
to estimate a probable crash site along what’s known as the seventh arc - a vast arc of ocean that runs through the southern
hemisphere. A deep sea search of a 120,000sq km stretch of
water along the seventh arc has so far come up empty.
In November, the experts went back over the satellite data,
along with the results of a new ocean drift analysis of the more
than 20 items of debris likely to have come from the plane that
have washed ashore on beaches throughout the Indian Ocean.
The analysis, which looked at where the items washed ashore
and when, suggested the debris originated in an area farther
north along the arc from the current search zone.
Given the number of aircraft parts found so far, the team
concluded there must have been a debris ﬁeld ﬂoating on the
surface of the water when the plane crashed. So they eliminated an area that had already been the subject of a surface
search by air crews in the early stages of the hunt.
(Source: AP)

U.S. embassies in Arab world
would face closure if U.S.
moved Israel embassy: Erekat
Erekat, the Palestinian oﬃcial, hinted that the public
1
in Arab countries would revolt against such a scenario.
He said all American embassies in the Arab world would
be forced to close — not necessarily because Arab governments would decide to expel the U.S. missions but because
the Arab publics would not allow the embassies to continue
to operate.
Most Arab governments claim they do not recognize
Israel. They say they would normalize relations with the Tel
Aviv regime only when it reaches a deal with the Palestinians, whose lands the Israeli regime has occupied. Jordan and
Egypt are the only two Arab regimes that have open diplomatic ties with Tel Aviv.
Erekat also said the potential move would deliver a death
blow to any prospect of the resolution of the Arab-Israeli
conﬂict and would have the PLO rescind all agreements with
Tel Aviv.
In early December, U.S. President Barack Obama renewed
a presidential waiver ordering the U.S. embassy in Israel to
remain in Tel Aviv, despite pressure by the Congress and Israel
not to do so.
In September, Trump, who was the Republican presidential
nominee at the time, promised Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu that he would “recognize Jerusalem as the
undivided capital of the state of Israel” if he emerged victorious in the U.S. 2016 presidential election.
(Source: Press TV)
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Barcelona will make Lionel
Messi best-paid player in
the world - Bartomeu
Barcelona have vowed to make Lionel Messi the best paid
player in the world as they prepare to begin talks over
extending his contract in the New Year.
Neymar, Luis Suarez, Gareth Bale and Cristiano Ronaldo
have all penned new deals at their respective clubs in recent
months, with the latter member of that list reportedly the
world’s top earner with a salary of around €430,000-per-week.
Messi’s contract with Barca expires in 2018 but president
Josep Maria Bartomeu believes that the 29-year-old will commit
his future to the club imminently and be paid according to his
status in the game.
“There are no doubts that
sooner or later we will close
[Messi’s] renewal,” Bartomeu
said at a news conference
on Tuesday to assess the
calendar year.
“I hope that he ends his
sporting career here and
after that I’m sure he will
remain linked to the club.
He is without doubt the
best player in the history of
the game and we will make
a huge effort to renew his
contract.
“For me, the Ballon d’Or should have been won by Messi
every year. When you hear the rest of the world speak about
him, there’s no possible doubt. You don’t need to be a Barca
fan to recognise the merits of Messi the player. He’s No. 1
without doubt.
“Messi is a Barcelona player, he feels Barca in his heart.
I need to sit down and talk with him and his representatives
[in the New Year] and I think he’s convinced he’s in the best
place. We are, too.
“I don’t want to talk about numbers really. If he’s the best
player in the world, though, then he should be the best
player in the world in all aspects, even economically. That’s all
I will say on numbers.”
Bartomeu also reiterated his desire for Luis Enrique to
remain in charge of Barca’s first team.
The coach himself has refused to talk about his contract
situation, with his deal due to expire next summer, but the club
are keen for him to remain in his role.
“Around April we will focus on speaking with the manager,”
Bartomeu added, echoing a comment he made last week.
“Doing well on the pitch is the most important thing at the
moment, but we would be delighted for him to continue
with us. He’s the manager that we want and he’s helping us
continue the successful cycle of recent years.”
Andres Iniesta, Marc-Andre ter Stegen and Ivan Rakitic are
also players in line for contract renewals in 2017, although
Bartomeu refused to focus on the specifics of when deals are
likely to be done.
“The Rakitic situation is the same as with ter Stegen and
Iniesta,” he said. “He’s at a very high level and it’s one of the
case we have to look at, but I won’t say when or how.”
(Source: Soccernet)
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F1 faces more change after
Rosberg exit

Formula One goes into the New Year
braced for change on and off the track,
even if Lewis Hamilton will again start as top
dog at Mercedes and firm favorite to take
his fourth world championship.
After winning 19 of a record 21 races
in 2016, starting all but one on pole and
retaining both titles for the third year in a
row, there is just a chance that Mercedes
will be less dominant.
They will be without newly-crowned
champion Nico Rosberg for starters, after
the retirement bombshell that dropped
jaws around the world only days after he
won his first title.
The German came good as never
before this year, winning the opening four
races and nine in total on his way to joining
Britain’s Damon Hill as only the second son
of a champion to take the crown.
If that success was a shock to those
who expected him to finish runner-up

again, as might have been the case
without Hamilton’s blown engine in
Malaysia and other issues, it was nothing
to what followed next.
“I have climbed my mountain, I am on
the peak, so this feels right,” Rosberg said
after telling stunned team bosses that he
was calling it a day.
Mercedes will not name a replacement
until January at least, with Finn Valtteri
Bottas favorite to move from Williams into
the hot seat.
Rosberg was not the only one heading
for the exit, with Ron Dennis ousted as
McLaren boss and 2009 champion Jenson
Button making way at the team for Belgian
Stoffel Vandoorne.
Felipe Massa also retired but that
could be as short-lived as Rosberg’s reign
if Williams coax the Brazilian back in
Bottas’s place.
Hamilton, who won more races with

Bayern winger Robben fit for crunch
game against Leipzig

more poles than any other driver and
became the first to take 10 victories in a
season and not the title, had a roller-coaster
year with a bizarre ‹meltdown’ with the
media in Japan.
VERSTAPPEN SHOW
While Rosberg made the biggest
breakthrough of 2016, Red Bull’s Dutch
teenager Max Verstappen provided another
as the sport’s youngest race
ace winner at 18.
The ‹Verstappen show’,
ow’, as Mercedes
team boss Toto Wolff dubbed
ubbed the driver’s
sensational drive in a wet Brazil, came of
age after his move from Toro Rosso to Red
Bull Racing in May.
The teenager won on his debut for
the senior team, helped by Hamilton and
Rosberg colliding on thee first lap, in Spain
as Red Bull eclipsed Ferrari
rrari to emerge as
Mercedes’ closest rivals.
Australian team matee Daniel Ricciardo
also stood on top of the podium, and
brought with him the dubious
bious delight of the
‹Shoey’ -- champagne poured
oured into his boot
for others on the podium
m to share.
Other novelties in the longest
of seasons were the U.S.-owned
Haas team scoring on their
heir debut,
Renault’s low-key return
urn as a
manufacturer team and
d the first
grand prix in Azerbaijan.
Next year, with new
ew rules
bringing wider tyres and
nd faster
cars with more aggressive
ggressive
handling, promises even
n more
excitement.
More significant change
has already started off
ff the
track with Liberty Media,
a, led
by U.S. cable mogul John
Malone, taking controll of
the sport in a deal valued
ued
at $8 billion.
The deal is due to be
completed by the first
st

quarter of 2017 and Liberty are talking
already about a new era in the longerterm, including measures to give more
back to the fans while limiting the amounts
teams spend.
That could also make for some lively
headlines as Formula One’s 86-year-old
commercial supremo Bernie Ecclestone,
who has no intention of moving aside,
and new chairman Chase Carey figure out
a way forward.
(Source: Reuters)

Athletics: Farah has marathon in
his sights

Scolari: It will take 2,000
years for another 7-1
Luiz Felipe Scolari has discussed the implausibility of Brazil’s
historic 7-1 humbling by Germany and insisted that, if he’s
the scapegoat for it, he’s to whom their 2002 FIFA World Cup
Korea/Japan™ conquest is most indebted.
“The least I can say to those who want to blame me is
that, if I’m the only one responsible for the defeat in 2014,
I’m therefore the only one responsible for the triumph in
2002,” the 68-year-old, who since quitting the Brazil reins has
led Guangzhou Evergrande
to back-to-back Chinese
Super League titles and AFC
Champions League glory,
told Chuteira FC. “I ask, ‘Who
was the last world champion
[coach] with Brazil?’ It was
me. So, if I lost the 2014
World Cup on my own, I
won the 2002 World Cup on
my own.
“I don’t think it’s fair that
they say I was to blame for
everything. I’m not asking
you to judge me. After the
World Cup I got back to
work normally. I exceeded expectations. Two years have
passed and in this time I’ve won five titles.
“The absurd result against Germany didn’t reflect
our situation. We’d been playing really well and, at times,
moderately. The goal was to progress step by step. We were
doing our job well. Until that semi-final there wasn’t a big
difference between Brazil and Germany. We weren’t doing
our job badly. It was done well.
“That game it all went wrong. There was something
missing collectively. The Germans were happy and we
weren’t. I can guarantee that a result like that will only be
repeated in another 2,000 years.”
Scolari coached a Brazil side including Ronaldinho,
Rivaldo and Ronaldo to an unforeseen triumph at Korea/
Japan 2002.
Brazil were sixth in South American qualifying for Russia
2018 – they were only above seventh-placed Paraguay on
goal difference – and in genuine danger of losing their
proud, unique record of playing at every World Cup when
Tite grabbed the controls in July. However, A Seleção have
since won six successive preliminaries for the first time in 47
years to catapult themselves four points clear at the summit.
(Source: FIFA)

Bundesliga leaders Bayern Munich will be
able to count on fit-again winger Arjen
Robben when they host second-placed
RB Leipzig on Wednesday in the final
league match of the year, coach Carlo Ancelotti said on Tuesday.
The Dutchman, who missed last week’s
1-0 win over Darmstadt 98, returned to
training this week and was ruled fit along
with captain Philipp Lahm who also missed
Saturday’s match.
“Arjen Robben has trained well this
week with the team,” Ancelotti told reporters. “So far he is fit and we will need all our
players tomorrow.
“He has been playing very well this
season and he is an extremely important
player for us,” Ancelotti said.
Robben is expected to join up again
with fellow winger Franck Ribery, who
played 20 minutes against Darmstadt and
is set to start on Wednesday.
Bayern are on 36 points, ahead of promoted Leipzig on goal difference, with a
draw or a win enough for the champions
to secure top spot until the league resumes on Jan. 20 after the winter break.
But Leipzig have broken almost every
record for Bundesliga newcomers, racing to 11 wins out of 15 matches and

losing just once.
“We know Leipzig’s character. They play
together, they play fast. We have to play
our game and be focused,” said Ancelotti,
whose team are chasing a record-extending fifth consecutive Bundesliga title.
Ancelotti praised his opponents,
loathed by many German fans because of
owners Red Bull’s massive cash injections,
saying money was not enough to make a
team successful.
Energy drinks maker Red Bull bought
the licence of an unknown amateur club
back in 2009.
It has since seen their team race
through the divisions to reach the Bundesliga this season and earn the wrath of
many fans, who accuse Leipzig of lacking
tradition and being only a promotional
tool to sell drinks.
“Money is not the most important
thing is football. Leipzig have struck the
right balance and success boosts their
confidence,” Ancelotti said. “They are a
young team, playing with a lot of enthusiasm.
“We will not change much. Our aim is
to win the game and for that we need the
right balance between our own lines.”
(Source: Reuters)

Mo Farah has unfinished business with
the marathon but accepts it will take time
to master the distance when he steps
away from the track after next season’s
world championships.
Farah’s back-to-back Olympic 5,000
and 10,000 meters gold medals and five
world titles make him one of the greatest
distance runners of all time.
The Briton plans to bow out after the
world championships in London next
year and will then turn his attention to
the roads.
Farah ran a relatively disappointing 2
hours, eight minutes and 21 seconds in
his only marathon, in London in 2014.
That time, still behind Steve Jones’s
1985 British record of 2:07.13, is almost
six minutes outside Dennis Kimetto’s
2:02.57 world record and considerably
slower than the times being run by the
leading Africans to win the big-money
Marathon Majors.
“I do have a lot of plans to run the
marathon,” Farah told Reuters on Monday. “My aim is to get the world champs
out of the way then see what I can do on
the road.
“I believe I have to learn about the
event, I have to understand what it takes.

“I’m good on the track but it’s taken
me years to be able to get there. And
same thing on the road.
“My first marathon was two hours
eight, it was okay but it wasn’t great. To
be able to mix with the guys I’ll need to
run a lot faster than that.”
By the time Farah, now 33, does turn
his attention to the classic distance he
might find that 2.02 is no longer enough.
Talk of a sub-two hour marathon has
been a staple among athletics fans for
years but gained new impetus last week
with Nike’s announcement of its “Breaking2” project for a focused attack on the
mark, albeit in a controlled environment
somewhat at odds with the traditional
road race format.
Farah, a Nike ambassador, said he was
intrigued to see what they might achieve.
“It’s good in a way to see what they
can do and that they’re looking that far
ahead because I believe that if you do get
ready for it, it’s possible,” he said.
“I don’t know how long it will take - a
year, two years, three years, but if you try
hard then it’s possible and it’s great that
Nike have put a massive investment into
it and let’s see what they can do.”
(Source: Reuters)

Frank Lampard: Nobody will catch Chelsea in Premier League title race
Frank Lampard feels Chelsea’s Premier League title rivals
will struggle to overturn the Blues’ six-point lead at the top
of the table this season.
Chelsea sit six points ahead of second-placed Liverpool
at the summit after 17 games following their run of 11
straight victories in the division.
The Blues have won every league match since Antonio
Conte switched to a 3-4-3 formation at half-time of the 3-0
defeat to Arsenal on Sept. 24, and club legend Lampard is
backing them to go on and lift the title in May.

“As a Chelsea man it is great to see, all credit to everybody there,” Lampard told Sky Sports.
“The manager obviously changed the system after a
defeat at Arsenal. Nobody would have fancied them to be
anywhere near winning the league at that point and now
they look the dominant team.
“I don’t like to tempt fate but I can’t see anyone who
has got the consistency to close the gap, so I fancy Chelsea
strongly now.”
Lampard, Chelsea’s record goal scorer, believes Man-

chester City, Liverpool and Arsenal can all challenge, but
expects his former club to hold them off.
“[Man] City are in a decent position,” Lampard said. “And
there are teams with quality for sure -- City, I think Liverpool are very good to watch this year, and Arsenal.
“I think those will be the group chasing but with Chelsea,
when you take that kind of a gap into Christmas, I think
barring suspensions or injuries to top players like [Eden]
Hazard and [Diego] Costa, I fancy them to carry it through.”
(Source: Soccernet)
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Sajjad Mardani: Handsome victory
in Baku helps bury disaster in Rio
It was the biggest shock of the 2016 Olympic taekwondo
competition: The wipeout of the much-fancied Iranian
Men’s Team. But just four months later, at the first
premier-league taekwondo event to be held since Rio,
one of that team’s top guns proved that the Iranians are
back in business.
On Day 2 of the World Taekwondo Grand Prix Final in
Baku, Iran’s Sajjad Mardani took out Rio silver medalist
Abdoul Issoufou of Niger in a fiercely fought semi-final
battle, 7-6. That victory thrust him into the final against
Russia’s Vladislav Larin.
Game on. Mardani, looking stylish and catlike from
the outset, scored with a punch almost immediately.
Next, he unleashed a flurry of ax kicks which Larin
covered well as both lads fought to control the center of
the ring. Larin raised an ax; Mardani stuffed it by moving
in and body checking. The feeling-out round ended 1-0
to the Iranian.
In Round 2, Larin looked more aggressive, seizing a
point with a check kick to the body that shook Mardani.
Mardani shot back with a punch and crescent kick to
the head, then a powerful round kick to the head and
a serial attack that drove Larin backward. The Iranian
fans started cheering, as Mardani grabbed another
point to the body.
However, the point difference was minimal: In Round
3, the fight could still go either way. This tense dynamic
was sensed by the audience: For the first time in the
evening, the crowd started roaring.
Action resumed. Mardani tried punch-round kick
combinations. Larin shot back. Mardani nodded in what
looked like acknowledgment of his opponent’s attacks.
In fact, he had worked out his opponent’s tempo and
technique. “I knew than what I needed to do,” he recalled.
With one minute left on the clock, Mardani was 3-1 up.
The Russian looked set to go into an all-out attack, but
Mardani, unfazed, checked his offensive and picked up
another point after Larin fell, raising his score to 4-1.
Fifteen seconds remained as Mardani moved in close,
leaving Larin no space to kick.
But there were still drama to be played out.
In the last three seconds Larin attacked, Mardani
backpedaled out of the area and the Russian picked up
a point to take the board up to 2-4. Just two seconds
remained on the clock. An appeal by the Russian coach
provided a break from the action. The Russian and
Iranian supporters in the crowd roared. The appeal
was rejected. The fighters replaced their mouth guards,
buckled on their head protectors and stepped up to the
mark. The last two seconds were in play.
Larin surged forward. Mardani counter-kicked and
retreated. And that was that. The battle ended 4-3, with
a gold medal for the man from Tehran.
After the Olympics, the Grand Prix Final medal earned
by Mardani was not just a return to victorious form, but
a potent injection of new confidence. “This proved that
I could do my best and that my hard work had paid off,”
he said. “Now, I can hold my head high.”
So what happened in Rio? The much-feared Iranian
trio of Mardani and teammates Farzan Ashourzadeh
Fallah and Mahdi Khodabakhshi had been taekwondo’s
strongest, medal favorites. When the smoke cleared, all
three were empty-handed.
Asked about the drubbing the Team Iran’s men’s

squad suffered – issue taekwondo pundits have been
discussing ever since – Mardani went quiet.” It’s a tough
one,” he mused. “Let me think about it.” After a while
he composed himself. “For sure – 100 percent! – the
athletes you expect to perform the best are the ones you
study more and analyze,” he said. “We were the favorites,
so I believe people studied us.”
The stress was particularly colossal for heavyweight
Mardani, who, fought on the last day of the competition.
“I was under a ton of pressure heading into my day
as the two favorites [his two team mates] have been
unsuccessful,” he said. “That fact that I was unable to win
as well was so painful. We were in disbelief.”
Since then Mardani has been on an obsessive selfimprovement drive. “You have to adjust and change
and adapt – the person who remains the same is not
successful in any sport,” he said. “I have tried to focus on
changing my game.”
The Grand Prix Final gold suggests his efforts have
borne fruit. “I have never seen Mardani look as good as
he did in Baku,” said an impressed Mike McKenzie, the
WTF’s TV commentator.
Now 28, Mardani started taekwondo after seeing his
mother and sister practice. “As soon as I saw taekwondo,
I fell in love with it,” he said. As a fighter, he reckons
his strengths are his non-specialized approach to the
game. “I believe I am well-rounded,” he said. His favorite
technique is the head attack, but he does not name any
specific kick. “The leg goes from here to there!” he said,
gesturing from earth to sky.
Asked to name his favorite fighter, his response is
telling. “I like Jade Jones,” he said. “She believes in herself.”
Unlike some of the Iranian athletes who live, eat and
breathe taekwondo, taekwondo and only taekwondo,

Mardani has a side job: fashion modeling.
That should surprise absolutely nobody. As well as
boasting the height of the heavyweights and the toned
physique of the pro athlete, Mardani is far and away
the most wickedly handsome devil in the game. “I like
modeling, I like being on billboards,” he said. “I love it!
One day I want to go out and be a full time model.”
He thought for a second, then added, “And if I get the
chance to be a model, it would be a great opportunity
for taekwondo, too!”
For now, his own goals focus on 2020 – though he
is keeping his eyes on the near term. “Obviously, the
goal is Tokyo, but I am focusing on day-by-day and only
looking to the next competition,” he said.
Mardani’s focus on constant improvement suggests
that he might be better advised to ditch modeling and
become a motivational speaker.
“My goal is to show anyone around me that hard
work pays off,” he said. “I want to influence the people
who surround me to always believe in themselves: It
does not matter how difficult life becomes, you always
want to achieve more – day by day you get smarter
and stronger.”
Despite his relative youth, Mardani is already thinking
about his heritage. “Sajjad Mardani is a human like
everybody else, but I have blessed by God with so
many things,” he said. “The main thing is to make an
impression, and to inspire others.”
Armed with this attitude, Team Iran’s Rio experience
may even prove to be a long-term positive. “In sport,
one person wins, one person loses: We did not perform
as well as we wanted, but that’s life,” Mardani said. “We
look forward to tomorrow.”
(Source:worldtaekwondofederation.net)

Sepahan, Tractor Sazi and Naft Tehran reach Hazfi Cup semi-final
S P O R T S TEHRAN — Naft Tehran defeated
d e s k Esteghlal 3-2 in Iran’s Hazfi Cup

quarter-final here at the Takhti Stadium on Tuesday.
Mohammad Ghazi put Naft in front three minutes
into the game from a penalty spot but Jaber Ansari
leveled the score for Esteghlal in 69th minute. The game
finished 1-1 in the regular time but Esteghlal’s Behnam
Barzay made it 2-1 two minutes into the first extra time.
Naft made a fantastic start in the second extra time as
the team scored two goals in two minutes. Issa Alekasir
scored with a powerful header in 106th minute before
Mohammad Ghazi made it 3-2 for Naft two minutes later.
In Isfahan, Sepahan defeated Saipa 2-0 to reach the

Carlos Queiroz: Iran is getting better
every year

S P O R T S Iran football team
d e s k head coach Carlos

Queiroz believes that Team Melli is
getting better every year.
Iran has been out front in Group A at
the the 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia since
defeating Qatar in its opening match.
The only unbeaten side in the Asian
qualifiers, Team Melli’s record reads as
played five, won three, drawn two and no
goals conceded, statistics that seem to
back up the wisdom of Portuguese coach

Carlos Queiroz’s results-first approach.
In fact, the Iranians have been so well
drilled that they have also gone unbeaten
throughout 2016 as a whole, a record of
which their coach is rightly proud.
“My team is getting better every
year,” Quieroz told FIFA. “When I took on
the Iran job, only one of our players was
playing in Europe. Now there are 11.”
“We have to keep on working if we are
to achieve the impossible [qualifying for
two World Cups in a row],” he added.

last four. Ehsan Haji Safi opened the scoring for the host
four minutes into the game from the penalty spot while
Rasoul Navidkia made it 2-0 in the 88th minute.
Elsewhere in Gachsaran, Tractor Sazi claimed a 3-1
victory over this year’s surprise Naft va Gaz Gachsaran
to end its journey. Shahram Goodarzi gave Tractor Sazi
the lead in the 18th minute while Farzad Hatami score
the second goal 12 minutes later. Mohammad Ebrahimi
scored the third for Tractor Sazi in the 77th minute.
Abdolhadi pulled a goal back in the 79th minute.
Naft will now face Sepahan in the Hazfi Cup semi-final
while Tractor Sazi will take on the winner of Gostaresh
Foolad vs. Zob Ahan.

Fencing Confederation of Asia sends Iran
condolence message on death of Almasi

S P O R T S Fencing Confederad e s k tion of Asia has sent

a message of condolence to Iranian
federation over the death of Houshmand Almasi.
Almasi, who died on Monday at the
age of 88, competed in the individual
and team foil, epee and sabre events at
the 1964 Summer Olympics in Tokyo.
Almasi devoted his life to fencing
and introduced the sport of Fencing
to Iran.

He spearheaded the creation of an
Asian fencing organization of which
he served as president in 1972 and
was instrumental to having fencing
included in the 1974 Asian Games
held in Tehran, Iran and continued its
inclusion in the succeeding 1978 Asian
Games in Bangkok and the 1986 Asian
Games in Seoul.
Tehran Times staff also offers
heartfelt condolences to Almasi’s
bereaved family.
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Boca’s Carlos Tevez offered
record Shanghai Shenhua
wage - sources
Boca Juniors forward Carlos Tevez has been offered a
world-record wage to join Chinese Super League club
Shanghai Shenhua, sources close to the player have told
ESPN FC.
Former Manchester United and Manchester City striker
Tevez is on the verge of joining Gus Poyet’s side and is being
offered £615,000 ($760,632) a week to make the move, the
sources said.
Argentina’s La Nacion newspaper said the 32-year-old
could earn “more than Lionel Messi gets at Barcelona” if he
made the move.
Ole reported that a switch to China for Tevez was not
confirmed but said it was “imminent.”
Tevez is under contract with Boca until June 2018 and
during Sunday’s 4-1 win over Colon, fans chanted: “Carlitos
[Tevez] is Boca’s and will not leave Boca.”
The Argentina international scored his team’s second goal
and was given a standing ovation when substituted in the
90th minute.
A fan also ran onto the pitch, knelt down in front of Tevez
and asked him to stay before the player left the pitch in tears.
Buenos Aires-born Tevez, who returned to his boyhood
club last July after two seasons at Juventus, recently spoke
about the pressures of playing for Boca.
He said: “Abroad is different -- if I lose a game I can still
take my daughters to school and have a normal life.”
Tevez is expected to fly out to China early next month to
hold talks with Shanghai, with all parties hopeful of finalising
a move next month ahead of the start of the new Chinese
season in February, the sources said.
(Source: ESPN)

Xherdan Shaqiri: Bayern
Munich stopped me joining
Liverpool in 2014
Bayern Munich blocked Xherdan Shaqiri’s transfer to Liverpool
in the summer of 2014, the Stoke City player has said.
Shaqiri, 25, joined Bayern from Basel in 2012 and in his
first season at the club under Jupp Heynckes won the Treble.
However, the Switzerland international struggled for
playing time in his second campaign under new boss Pep
Guardiola and had hoped to move to Anfield following the
2014 World Cup in Brazil.
“That was my wish. I had offers from Liverpool and Atletico
Madrid,” Shaqiri told spox.com. “I opted for Liverpool. [Thenmanager] Brendan Rodgers contacted me a few times during
the World Cup. But Bayern blocked my move.
“There were several talks and it got loud a few times.
Those responsible at Bayern believed my situation would
change, it didn’t, and we were right.”
Shaqiri left the Allianz Arena only six months after the
World Cup after making just four more starts under Guardiola,
joining Inter Milan in January 2015.
Inter, however, failed to qualify for European competition
that season and Shaqiri signed for Stoke that summer.
“To be honest, Inter’s infrastructure is a disgrace. That
such a renowned club can’t find a way to invest into the
infrastructure is just disappointing,” Shaqiri said. “It’s just
more professional in England in terms of diet, regeneration,
performance analysis and diverse training sessions.”
Despite signing for a midtable side in the Premier
League in the summer of 2015 instead of joining an
aspiring Liverpool team the previous year, Shaqiri has no
regrets about where he has ended up and believes he did
not take a step back in his career.
“I don’t care about that. Only people not looking at the
bigger picture say that,” he said. “I wanted to take a step away
from the spotlight. Stoke and Mark Hughes already wanted
me when I joined Inter. I had the feeling it would be the best
fit. Hughes is a gentleman like Heynckes, who can make an
unpleasant decision if needed.”
(Source: ESPN)

Real Madrid’s transfer ban
cut and now only applies
to January window
Real Madrid’s transfer ban has been cut, allowing the club to
sign players sooner than expected.
The court of arbitration for sport says it partially upheld Madrid’s appeal against Fifa, and the club remain
barred from registering new players in January. But Madrid can now sign players in the summer transfer window
which starts in June.
Fifa had imposed a one-year transfer ban in January. Its
appeal panel confirmed the sanction to take effect in 2017.
Madrid denied wrongdoing in signing young players
from outside Spain who played in games since 2005.
The case involved the sons of the current coach Zinedine Zidane.
Real Madrid issued a statement on Tuesday, saying:
“The court of arbitration for sport (Cas) has today informed Real Madrid of their decision by which they have
partially upheld the appeal lodged by the club against the
Fifa resolution which imposed a sanction forbidding the
signing of players for two transfer windows, reducing said
sanction to just one period, corresponding to the January
2017 transfer window.
“The decision highlights the injustice of the original ban
imposed by Fifa, although the club regrets that the Cas
lacked the courage to revoke the ruling entirely.”
(Source: Gaurdian)
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Poem of the day

I N T E R N AT I O N A L D A I L Y

This bosom friend, on whom you so rely,
Seems to clear wisdom’s eyes an enemy;
Choose not your friends from this rude multitude,
Their converse is a plague ‘tis best to fly.
Khayyam
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NEWS IN BRIEF
“Beowulf”
available in
Persian
C U L T U R E TEHRAN — A Persian version
d e s k of English author Constance B.

Hieatt’s “Beowulf and Other Old English Poems”
has recently been published by Parseh Book
Publications in Tehran.
“Beowulf” may be the oldest surviving long
poem in Old English by an unknown poet and
Hieatt has translated it into Standard English.
Translated into Persian by Abbas Gudarzi,
“Beowulf” is a masterpiece of Anglo-Saxton
literature that transforms legends, myth, history
and ancient songs into the tale of the hero, Beowulf.

“Blitzcat”
published in
Persian
C U L T U R E TEHRAN — A Persian version of
d e s k English children’s writer “Robert

Westall’s “Blitzcat” has recently been released by Esm
Publications in Tehran.
Masud Amirkhani is the translator of the book,
which is about a black domestic cat that travels
across England during the Blitz in search of her
owner.
The Blitz was the name used by the British press
to describe the heavy air raids carried out over
Britain in 1940 and 1941 during World War II.
Published in 1989, the book was named winner of
the Smarties Book Prize in the 9–11 years category.
In 1994, the American Library Association named
“Blitzcat” as one of their 100 best books for young
adults of the previous 25 years.

“Color Your Own
Monet Paintings”
at Iranian
bookstores
A
d
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—
Aradman
k Publications in Tehran has recently

released “Color Your Own Monet Paintings” from
American Illustrator Marty Noble’s art therapy book
series.
The book contains 30 black-and-white line
illustrations of the paintings by the French artist and
a founder of French Impressionist painting, OscarClaude Monet (1840-1926).
With this book, artists of all ages can create their
own versions of this famous Impressionist’s lovely
landscapes, seascapes and graceful figures.
Translated by Fatemeh Forqani, the book includes
some of Monet’s celebrated paintings such as
“Water Lilies”, “The Regatta at Argenteuil”, “Flowering
Garden” and “Garden House at Zaandam”.
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Tehran poster
exhibition to
celebrate anniversary
of “Crime and
Punishment”
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T TEHRAN
—
A
k poster
exhibition,

which is scheduled to open in
Tehran on Friday, will celebrate
the 150th anniversar y of Fyodor
Dostoyevsky’s novel “Crime and
Punishment”.
The posters have previously been
showcased during the Golden Bee
Global Biennale of Graphic Design
at the Central House of Artists in
Moscow from October 4 to 9, the Vije
School of Visual Communication,
which is the main organizer of the
weeklong exhibition, announced in
a press release on Tuesday.
The Golden Bee biennale also
organized
the
black-and-white
poster exhibition to mark the
150th anniversar y of the novel and
Dostoyevsky’s other writings.

The
organizers
said,
“ The
challenge between the wishes and
the truth is the main subject of the
novel… however, we should not
diminish the value of the novel as a
mere subject.”
“ There are few foreign writers
like Dostoyevsky whose whole
works have been published in
Persian. Perhaps, the appeal for
Dostoyevsky’s works among the
Persian readers has its roots in
Dostoyevsky’s
outlook
towards
people who are in conflict with
modernism.”
Art experts Gholam-Hossein
Motamedi and Abtin Golkar will
deliver speeches during the opening
ceremony of the exhibit.
The school is can be found at No.
19, 3rd St. off Shahid Arab-Ali St.

Poster by Belarussian artist Jouri Toreev won the top prize at the Golden Bee Awards in the Crime
and Punishment category.

Nine Afghan writers competing at Jalal Al-e Ahmad Literary Awards
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T TEHRAN — Nine Afghan writers
k are contending for the Jalal Al-e

Ahmad Literar y Awards, Iran’s most lucrative
literar y award.
Mohammad-Azam Rahnavard-Zar yab with
“Chargerd-e Qlagashtam”, Asef Soltanzadeh with
“ The Filmmaker of the Silver City” and Ahmad Zia
Siamak Her vai with “ The Wolves of Davandar ”
are among the nominees for best novel.
In addition, “Sand Rope” by Khosro Mani and
“Siasar ” by Mohammad-Hossein Mohammadi are
competing in this categor y.
The nominees for best shor t stor y award
PICTURE OF THE DAY

are “ Time in Bukhara” by Vismeh Badgheisi,
“Bodyguard” by Habib Sadeqi, “ The Roosters
of the Baber Garden” by Hossein Fakhri and
“Kabul Is Not a Good Place to Live” by Seyyed
Ali Musavi.
Winners will be announced during a ceremony
at Tehran’s Vahdat Hall on December 24.
In past editions of the event, each winner of
the award received 110 Bahar Azadi gold coins
(worth over $33,000). However, the Ministr y
of the Culture and Islamic Guidance, which is
the main organizer of the awards, reduced the
number of the gold coins to 30 in 2015.

TEHRAN TIMES/Mehran Riazi

Belgian museum
to display works
by Farideh Lashai,
Francisco Goya
A
d

A&E to air ‘Generation
KKK’ docuseries exposing
Ku Klux Klan
NEW YORK (AP) — A&E network is set to air a
documentary series focused on the Ku Klux Klan.
Announced Monday, “Generation KKK” aims to expose
the missions of this racist, anti-Semitic organization and
show its impact on American families as Klan members
grapple with the consequences of breaking free.
Throughout eight one-hour episodes, the series follows
four families including an “Imperial Wizard” who hopes to
groom his teenage daughter to take his place, and a fifthgeneration Klan family struggling to keep up the legacy.
The series promises to take viewers inside the places
where hatred and prejudice are born and bred. It will also
follow a group of anti-hate and peace activists working to
break the cycle by helping convince members to leave the
hate group.
“Generation KKK” premieres Jan. 10.

Adam West to sell Batmanthemed paintings he’s created
KETCHUM, Idaho (AP) — The actor who portrayed the
tights-clad Batman in the 1960s TV series is selling paintings
he has created of villains from the show at an art gallery in the
central Idaho resort town of Ketchum near where he now lives.
The opening night of “Criminals on Canvas” is Wednesday
at the Gilman Contemporary art gallery, and West is scheduled
to attend.
The 88-year-old West in a statement says his paintings
capture the humor, zaniness and depth of Batman villains as
well as the Freudian motivations of Batman.
West’s deadpan portrayal of the comic hero in the campy
1960s series brought the Capped Crusader into the national
consciousness as he battled Catwoman, the Joker, the Riddler
and the Penguin.

The director of the 32nd Fajr Music Festival, Hamidreza Nurbakhsh (L), and publicist Mehdi Vejdani unveil a poster for the event in Tehran on
December 20, 2016. The festival will be held from January 11 to 20, 2017.
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An
k exhibition of paintings

and installations by Iranian artist Farideh
Lashai (1944-2013) and prominent
Spanish painter Francisco Goya (17461828) will open at the Museum of Fine
Arts in Ghent, Belgium on February 10,
2017.
The exhibit entitled “Eyewitness” will
showcase Goya’s engraving series “The
Disasters of War”, which was created
between 1810 and 1820 during the
Spanish War of Independence. The
collection, which highlights war and
oppression during the Napoleonic
occupation, was never shown during
Goya’s lifetime.
The exhibit will also display Lashai’s
installations inspired by “The Disasters of
War”.
Lashai also united her last video art
“When I Count, There Is Only You… But
When I Look, There Is Only a Shadow”
with Goya’s “The Disasters of War”.
The exhibition will be organized in
collaboration with the Prado Museum
in Madrid and the British Museum in
London.

“Rogue One” soars to second-best December debut with $155m
LOS ANGELES (AP) — “Rogue
One: A Star Wars Stor y” soared to
the top of the weekend box office as
expected, scoring the second-best
December opening ever with $155
million in estimated ticket sales.
After the biggest Thursday night
debut of the year, the intergalactic
adventure blasted past industr y
expectations for a $130 million
weekend, according Sunday’s studio
estimates. “Rogue One” opened at
No. 1 in all markets globally, though
it has yet to bow in China and Korea.
“We’re in uncharted territor y for
December,” said Paul Dergarabedian,
senior media analyst for box office
tracker comScore. “It’s going to be
really hard for any movie to catch

up to this movie. ... This is only the
second time a movie has opened this
big in December.”
The record-setter was “Star Wars:
The Force Awakens”, the space saga’s
seventh installment, which debuted
to $247.9 million in the U.S. and
Canada last December.
Like “ The Force Awakens” did in
2015, “Rogue One” could top the
box office for the rest of the year,
Dergarabedian said.
Set before the events of the
original 1977 “Star Wars”, it stars
Felicity Jones and Diego Luna as
leaders of a rebel faction that steals
plans for its imperial enemy’s master
weapon, the Death Star.
“Rogue One” knocked the No.

1 movie for the past three weeks,
Disney’s “Moana,” to a distant second
with $11.6 million, followed by “Office
Christmas Party” with $8.4 million.
The weekend’s other new wide
release, the critically panned Will
Smith drama “Collateral Beauty”,
opened in fourth place with $7
million.
“ This is one of the most intense
marketplaces for movies I’ve ever
seen,” Dergarabedian said. “You have
a ‘Star Wars’ movie out there looming
like the Death Star over ever ything,
and a really great crop of Oscar
contenders that keeps expanding.”
Denzel Washington’s “Fences”
opened in limited release this
weekend and expands on Christmas

Day. “Manchester by the Sea”, ‘‘La La
Land” and “Arrival”, which all earned
awards nominations recently, remain
in the box office top 10.
Moviegoers who see “Rogue One”
will also get a peek at next year ’s
anticipated blockbusters: Trailers for
the new “Guardians of the Galaxy”,
‘‘Spider-Man” and “Fast & Furious”
films play before the feature.
“Rogue One” is the “perfect leadin for 2017, which looks absolutely
massive,” Dergarabedian said.
Estimated ticket sales for Friday
through Sunday at U.S. and Canadian
theaters, according to comScore.
The latest international numbers
for Friday through Sunday are also
included.

